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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
Dr. Richard F. Roadcap

Almost one in four physicians plans to leave clinical practice in the next three
years, according to a recent survey by the Physician’s Foundation.1 Half of the
refugees say they will seek employment outside of healthcare. If one-fourth,
or even one eighth, of dentists left practice in thirty-six months access-to-care
would be elevated from a problem to a crisis. Another study by the Foundation
(in 2008), reported that of 12,000 responding MDs 60% said they would not
recommend medicine as a career.2  If these studies are accurate they reflect a
profound disenchantment among our colleagues in medicine. Dentists claim to
know why MDs are unhappy: Medicare, HMOs, loss of autonomy, and fee reductions are cited. But it’s hard to make a judgment from the outside looking in.
Are dentists happy with their careers today? There are no reliable measures of
career satisfaction, only studies that gauged doctors’ happiness in the past. We
all know colleagues who exclaim “One more regulation from OSHA (or the IRS,
EPA, CDC) and I’m outta here!” The regs come down like leaves in November, but the feckless rarely make good on their threat. Recession, regulation,
mid-levels, staffing, management issues, and rapidly-changing technologies
keep dentists awake at night but may not shake their conviction they’ve chosen
the right career.  Anecdotal evidence suggests a significant majority of dentists
would recommend their career to children and other relatives.3 Male dentists
and specialists were more likely to advocate their career choice than were
female doctors and generalists. All of this navel-gazing assumes that it’s our
profession making us happy or unhappy, which may not be the case.
You know the equation:  financial success = bigger = better = prominence =
faster = money = happiness.  It’s what we’ve been taught, and we repeat it at every opportunity. At least one practice management consultant, himself a private
practice dentist, says happiness for dentists comes from internal happiness and
not from a career.4 Some of his observations, gleaned from 19 years of advising
dentists on the next stage of their lives:
• Doctors were either happy, or very unhappy; few were ambivalent
• Both groups experienced “burnout” at times in their careers
• Happy doctors were more likely to have chosen a dental career  
early in their education
• Unhappy doctors gave varied reasons for their career choice
• Retirement funding was less of a concern for happy doctors
• Interests outside of dentistry were the hallmark of happy dentists
• Happy dentists were “sociable, energetic, charitable, and cooperative”
These character traits remind us of colleagues we know. And, we know others
who don’t fit this description.  I was intrigued by his next-to-last comment.  Every
successful dentist I’ve known not only had an avocation, he or she pursued it
almost as an obsession. I wondered often why this didn’t sink their own Pequod.
Maybe they found a life-career balance most of us can only envision. His second comment brings absolution: happy or not, we’re all going to wander in the
professional wilderness at times. Dr. Prazich also shared other behavior patterns
of the happy:  they’re comfortable with gratitude; quick to lend a hand; devoted
1
http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/757765
2
http://www.physiciansfoundation.org/FoundationReportDetails.
aspx?id=78
3
http://thewealthydentist.com/pr/071-dental-careers.htm
4
Prazich, MN. Happiness in Dentistry. Northwest Dent 2011; 90 (5)
35-37

to family and friends; and willing to confront crises and stress.  But above all, he
stressed that happiness is a learned behavior and not the result of life’s slings
and arrows.
Robert Allen Zimmerman of Hibbing, Minnesota, known to my generation as Bob
Dylan, said “A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed
at night, and in between he does what he wants to do.” Every dentist needs
to ask: Am I doing what I want to do during the waking hours? If we could
spend as much time learning to be happy as we spend learning to create tight
interproximal contacts on posterior resins, or assessing the lip support of anterior
restorations, both we and our patients would benefit.  To learn we must be willing
to commit time and resources, and alas, we’re too busy trying to be a success.

VDA Office Welcomes New Staff
Member
Dara Lashley, Donated Dental Services
Director
I am excited about joining the VDA
as its newest team member. I
graduated from VCU with a B.S.
degree in Psychology. I have
worked as an office manager at a
dental office for two years. After that
I worked for Richmond Behavioral
Health Authority for five years as
a case manager for children with
behavioral problems and educated
them on social skills before joining
the VDA team as the Donated
Dental Coordinator. In my free time
I enjoy spending time with my family
and reading.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dr. Roger Wood

TIMING IS
EVERYTHING

Looking at everything that faces us as dentists today feels like taking a drink from a fire hose.  So little of what
we need to find balance with is coming at us from a single source.  Insurance reimbursement concerns, employee issues, general business owner duties, and other non-clinical categories all need our attention.  I find the
challenge myself in applying the right filters and strategies to manage all the demands on my time.  My patients
are my reprieve most days from these distractions.  I assume I am no different from most of you in finding enjoyment in the practice of dentistry.

When you want to sell
your practice, we offer
unparallelled opportunities for buying,
selling, or merging. We match buyers
and sellers nationwide, which means
your pending or future sale has even
greater potential.
As the region’s most experienced dental
practice brokers, and a division of
Henry Schein Professional Practice
Transitions, The Snyder Group provides
expert guidance at every turn—from
practice valuation and financing through
contracts and settlement.
To learn more about improving
your opportunities for success,
call 1-800-988-5674 or visit
www.snydergroup.net today to
view practices for sale nationwide.

100 Centre Blvd., Suite A, Marlton, NJ 08053
11YS 5333
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Then we have the political side of organized dentistry that most of us invest as much time and energy in as we
can afford.  I believe the strength of our association lies in the structure it offers.  The fire hose that is aimed at
the VDA is redirected to groups and committees. As membership has been slowly eroding with the ADA and the
VDA, the groups and committees are losing time and talent resources as well as financial support.  It has been
abundantly clear that we can’t address the membership issue effectively if we continue to conduct business the
same way.   The most difficult part of this process is making sure we are implementing the correct technologies
and other changes that will put us on the right path. And with a volunteer based association, we can’t afford to
lose any more time or members through poor business decisions.
We have the structure and a strong base of committed members yet we have been struggling over the years to
build upon this foundation. The membership decline we have been seeing is not unique to dental associations.
Professional associations have challenges before them that reflect new and shifting landscapes.  The VDA
recently held a symposium on “Race for Relevance” which was delivered by the co-author of the book with the
same title.  Mary Byers is an expert in this field and has worked with the ADA and many constituents.  She is
now working with the VDA to develop a plan for change and growth. The opportunity to work with someone with
a proven track record for guiding professional associations back into prominence is invaluable. We are eager to
see the plan Ms. Byers is crafting for us and begin to implement her vision as we are certain to benefit from her
experience and knowledge.
While we continue to strengthen our association, we simultaneously need to be abreast of the resources and
guidance that our members need from both the VDA and the ADA. Most of you are aware of the changes that
are pending in regards to the insurance carrier for the military and their dependents. It is my understanding that
the manner in which the dental societies are organizing to lobby the local congressmen is in compliance with the
antitrust laws. I encourage anyone that has questions about those laws and what restrictions they pose on you
as you participate in discussions to contact the VDA
or refer to the ADA website
for further information. We
will have counsel present at
the upcoming state meeting
to answer questions and
counsel has been retained
by the Tidewater Dental
Association to assist dentists
in understanding the laws.
Please reach out to us,
let us support and guide
your commendable efforts.
Thank you for your continued
involvement in protecting our
profession and the patients
we serve.
L-R: Dr. Wood and Ms. Byers

WOOD: Volunteer clinics help, but aren’t the answer
Dr. Roger Wood

Reprint from the Richmond Times Dispatch - Op/Ed for December 6, 2011 issue.

needed medical and dental care that many of us take for granted.

Imagine not having regular access to good dental care. For shockingly large
numbers of Virginians, it’s not hard to imagine; it’s the grim truth, and the problem is growing.

Even before the Great Recession put so many people out of paying jobs, the
health care trends in Virginia were troubling. In late October, The Commonwealth Institute for Fiscal Analysis, a Richmond policy and research organization, reported that the number of Virginians not covered by health insurance
now tops 1 million residents, about 14 percent of the population. Further, the
uninsured rate in Virginia increased faster than the national average between
2000 and 2010.

Good oral health is about much more than just a nice smile. The health of a
person’s mouth is a reflection of overall health. In addition to painful dental
conditions, poor oral hygiene can lead to digestive problems and has been
associated with poor diabetes control, miscarriage and pre-term birth, and even
heart disease.
This is the time of year when we give thanks for our blessings, and I want to
publicly thank the hundreds of Virginia dental professionals and VCU dental
students, hygiene students and staff, along with the thousands of community
volunteers who come together several times a year to provide free dental care to
people in need.
Our free clinics are called Missions of Mercy (MOMs). They are essentially
mobile dental field hospitals that provide free dental treatment to underserved
populations without dental insurance or the financial means to access dental
care. Often these clinics are carried out in rural communities where significant
numbers of residents are indigent or among the working poor, elderly, disabled
or uninsured. All routine services (cleanings, fillings and extractions) are provided at each of these projects. Denture services are even offered at some MOM
events.
The first MOM project, in Wise County, in Virginia’s remote southwestern
corner, took place in July 2000, the inspiration of Dr. Terry Dickinson, executive
director of the Virginia Dental Association. MOM Projects are sponsored by the
Virginia Dental Association Foundation and received their initial funding from the
Virginia Health Care Foundation. Volunteers pay their own expenses when they
participate in a MOM project. Dental supplies are donated through the generosity of the Henry Schein Cares Program and equipment is purchased through
support from a number of foundations and through public/private partnerships
(Amerigroup, Virginia Department of Health-Dental Division, DentaQuest and
Delta Dental of Virginia). Trucks to transport the supplies and equipment were
obtained through grants from the Anthem Foundation and the MCV/VCU School
of Dentistry Foundation. Our VDA Foundation leverages each of these donated
dollars 32:1 in direct patient care.
Since the project started in 2000, dental associations in 19 other states have
replicated the MOM model of public service. Collectively, the MOM projects
in these 20 states have treated more than 125,000 patients, providing dental
services valued at $60 million. Next year, MOM projects will be held in 25 states.

Make no mistake, Missions of Mercy do make a very real contribution, and I am
proud that the Virginia Dental Association Foundation is committed to helping
underserved Virginians. But I also recognize that when a MOM project packs
up and leaves town, the need for proper dental care in that locality does not
disappear.
According to the American Dental Association, U.S. dentists provided some
$2.6 billion in free or discounted care in one recent year alone. But the fact is,
charity is not and never will be a health care system. Tens of millions of Americans, including as many as one-quarter of the nation’s children, go without
dental care every year. Children can’t eat or sleep properly, can’t pay attention
in school, can’t smile. Children and adults lose productivity. They suffer low-selfesteem when untreated disease mars their appearance. Visible dental disease
makes finding a good job even more difficult.
There are no easy answers to providing care to the people suffering with
untreated disease, especially in this economy. Medicaid and other “safety net”
programs that provide care to these populations are struggling for funding to
provide the needed care, even as more people need them. But there are ways
to help end what then-Surgeon General David Satcher called a “silent epidemic”
of oral disease: prevention and education. Virtually all dental disease is preventable, and if more people understood the simple, inexpensive ways to do this,
the burden of disease could be reduced exponentially.
Dentists alone cannot solve this problem. But we can lead toward solutions. In
addition to donating our services, we can bang the drum — because silence is
the enemy. The Virginia Dental Association and its member dentists are committed to breaking that silence and ending the silent epidemic. As proud as I am
of our Missions of Mercy, I look forward to the day when they become obsolete.
Roger E. Wood, D.D.S., is a pediatric dentist in Midlothian and president of the
Virginia Dental Association. Contact him at rogerwood.dds@gmail.com

The most recent MOM event took place on Saturday, Nov. 5, in Emporia. From
8 a.m. until 5 p.m. the gymnasium at Greensville County High School was
transformed into a 50-chair dental clinic. Volunteer dentists, hygienists, dental
assistants, VCU dental and hygiene students and staff treated 427 patients and
provided dental services valued at more than $300,000.
As they have before every MOM event (Emporia was the 56th in Virginia, and
the seventh this year) people lined up for hours before sunrise to make sure they
could receive help. The images of those lines haunt me and graphically illustrate
a sad reality: Growing numbers of Virginians are forced to go without muchVADENTAL.ORG | APRIL, MAY & JUNE 2012
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

To the editor of the VDA Journal:
Please let the readers know that the traits of the dentists thirty (30) years ago are not what our dentists and dental students are like in this generation. Our dental
students and doctors are not as described under the heading of “Personality Traits of Dentists and Patients”. (Maybe 30-50 years ago – but not now.)1
As I write a few examples come to mind:
1) Dentists assume responsibilities of life and death with general anesthesia in their offices; by treating malignancies, extensive facial injuries and by
just closely doing cancer detection exams daily
2) Dentists relate to patients – or there goes the practice
3) Students choose dentistry as their first choice profession; sometimes medicine as their second choice
4) The ADA reports 100% have at least a bachelor’s degree from college
5) The ADA reports accepted freshmen dental student have an average science GPA of 3.48 and the average overall grade of 3.54 out of a possible
4.0
My only gripe is the DAT exam – usually taught by the Kaplan Group. I spoke with them about the DAT compared to the MCAT. I was told there is no comparison
between the two exams. “The MCAT is THE real exam.”  Kaplan requires five months of preparation for the MCAT; only three months for the DAT.  I would hope premed and pre-dent take the same examination.
Marvin E. Pizer, D.D.S., M.S., M.A.
1

VA-MAR-2012.pdf

1

3/1/12

9:36 AM

Pizer ME, Dubois, DD.  Anxiety and dental practice. Gen Dent 1980; 28 (5): 63-67

DENTAL PRACTICE TRANSITIONS
C

M

Let us help you reach your professional goals:

Y

CM

• purchasing a practice

MY

• selling your practice

CY

CMY

• evaluating your practice

K

Your local PARAGON consultants are Kim Anderson, D.D.S. and Paul Martin.
Contact them at 866-898-1867 or info@paragon.us.com.

Sign up for our free newsletter at paragon.us.com
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Scientific

Misadventures in Odontogenesis: Dentin Dysplasia Type 1B
By: Dr. Laurie C. Carter, Dr. John A. Svirsky and Dr. Arthur P. Mourino
Introduction

Dentin, the most abundant tissue in teeth, is approximately 70% mineralized by
weight (1). Type I collagen constitutes 85% of the organic content of dentin, with
dentin sialophosphoprotein (DSPP) comprising the bulk of the remainder (2).
Hereditary dentin defects are divided into dentinogenesis imperfecta (three subgroups) and dentin dysplasia (two subgroups). Advances in molecular genetics
spurred by the Human Genome Project are disclosing the types of malformations
which are produced when the expression of a specific gene is lost. The purpose
of this report is to describe another rare case of dentin dysplasia, type 1b and
discuss the current classification of and state of knowledge regarding heritable
dental disorders in general and dentin dysplasia type 1 in particular.

Case Study

Figure 1

Figure 2

A nine-year-old Caucasian male was referred from a general dentist to a
pediatric dentist for repeated infection and a draining fistula on the facial mucosa
adjacent to #19. After failure of resolution of the infection using amoxicillin,
the tooth was extracted and submitted for histopathologic examination. The
extracted tooth demonstrated short, stubby roots with aberrant, globular root
formation (Figure 1). A radiograph of the extracted tooth demonstrated only a
thin, crescent-shaped pulp chamber and little discernable radicular pulp tissue
(Figure 2). Histopathologic examination revealed a narrow, spindly, horizontal
pulp chamber with multiple denticles, atypical osteodentin and large masses
of calcified, irregularly configured dentin and short, blunted tooth roots (Figure
3). A diagnosis of dentin dysplasia, type 1b was rendered. Clinical examination
of the patient’s dentition did not reveal any coronal anomalies other than an
amber discoloration of the teeth (Figure 4). However, review of the pre-extraction
panoramic radiograph revealed a similar appearance on all four permanent
first molars (3, 14, 19, 30), as well as the primary molars, namely a narrow,
horizontal crescent-shaped pulp chamber with short, malformed roots (Figure 5).
In addition, the pre-extraction radiograph demonstrated a periapical radiolucency
associated with #19.
The patient subsequently underwent genetic counseling to determine if the dentin dysplasia is an isolated condition or syndromic. It was found to be isolated.
Isolated dental dysplasia is typically inherited as an autosomal dominant trait,
whereby an affected patient would have a 50% likelihood of passing it on to their
children. Although there is no known prior family history of dentin dysplasia,
the condition presumably occurred as a spontaneous mutation and new gene
change in this patient.
Discussion
The current classification system for genetically transmitted dentin abnormalities
recognizes three subgroups of dentinogenesis imperfecta and two subgroups of
dentin dysplasia (3). Dentinogenesis imperfecta I results from a mutation encoding collagen type 1, COL 1A1 and COL 1A2. Among the genes encoding the
noncollagenous proteins of dentin, dentin sialophosphoprotein (DSPP) mutations
cause dentinogenesis imperfecta II and III and dentin dysplasia 2. When the
Shields classification for dentin dysplasia was first published, nothing was known
about the molecular genetic basis for these heritable defects of dentin, and the
distinctions were based on clinical phenotype, radiographic features and degree
of severity of the problem (4). The specific genetic basis for dentin dysplasia
type 1 has not yet been elucidated, but once the defects have been identified, it
may be that further reclassification will be needed. In the interim, our treatment
decisions for patients with dentin dysplasia type 1 remain based on clinical and
radiographic findings and severity of the defect in the affected teeth.
Dentin dysplasia type 1 (radicular dentin dysplasia) is a rare disorder, affecting one in 100,000 patients, and is further subdivided into types 1a through d,

Figure 3

Figure 4

depending on how severe the defect is (Figure 6) (5). The earlier it occurs in
tooth development, the more extreme the pulpal obliteration and stunting of the
roots. In type 1a, there is complete pre-eruptive pulpal obliteration with little to no
root development because the process develops before the sheath of Hertwig
has commenced root development (6). In type 1b, there is a single, minimal
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residual pulpal component which appears
as a narrow, horizontal, crescent shaped
radiolucency with a few millimeters of root
development. In dentin dysplasia 1c, there
are two crescent-shaped, horizontal radiolucent lines, each concave to the other at the
CEJ of the tooth and parallel to it, with roots
about half their normal length. In dentin
dysplasia type 1d, root length is essentially
normal and the pulp chamber is not obliterated. The roots are bulbous in the coronal
third, and a large denticle (pulp stone) is
present in the root canal at that point.
The teeth in patients with dentin dysplasia
type 1 frequently present with an amber
discoloration (7). Both dentitions are affected, but variability in degree of severity between teeth in a single individual is more prominent with the permanent
dentition. Multiple periapical radiolucencies appear adjacent to teeth which
appear noncarious, owing to microscopic communications between the residual
pulp and the oral cavity (8).  Due to difficulties with conventional endodontic
therapy because of obliterated pulps, caries prevention with fluoride toothpaste,
fluoride gel and sealants should be strongly promoted (9). Where the tooth roots
are longer, some success in treating the periapical inflammatory lesions using
periapical curettage and retrograde filling has been reported (10). Early loss
of teeth with dentin dysplasia types Ia and Ib is frequent due to the lack of root
support. Dental implants may be a consideration once skeletal maturity has been
reached, possibly in conjunction with bone grafts/sinus lifts (11).
Inherited diseases which manifest primarily or solely in the dentition present
challenges to dental clinicians, who are often the first health care provider to discover the condition and make the initial clinical diagnosis. We eagerly anticipate
the time when accurate genotype-phenotype correlations enable correct classification both to further our understanding of these heritable defects of dentin and,
hopefully, enable gene therapy at an early age to guide new treatments which
can correct these defects.

Figure 5

Type 1a

Type 1b

Type 1c

Type 1d
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Figure 6
Figure Legends

Figure 1. Extracted #19 displays extremely short roots with globular morphology.
Figure 2. Radiograph reveals a thin, horizontally oriented crescent-shaped pulp
chamber and minimal radicular pulp tissue.
Figure 3. Histologic exam demonstrates atypical osteodentin with a plethora of
pulp stones in the pulp chamber.
Figure 4. Clinical exam reveals an amber discoloration of the teeth, which otherwise look clinically normal.
Figure 5. Panoramic radiograph reveals dentin dysplasia type 1b affecting all
permanent first molars as well as the primary molars.
Figure 6. Diagram showing classification of dentin dysplasia, type 1.
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Pediatric Abstracts
Werner S, Phillips C, Koroluk L. Association between Childhood
Obesity and Dental Caries. Pediatr Dent 2012; 34 (1): 23-27.
Background: Thirty-three percent of children age 6-to-11 years old are either
overweight (BMI over 85th percentile) or obese (BMI over 95th percentile). Many
factors play a role in this epidemic, including genetics, increased consumption of
sodas and high fat foods, decrease in physical activity as well as socioeconomic
status (SES). Dental caries is also a chronic, highly prevalent, multifactorial
health problem affecting America’s children. In addition  to being influenced  by
oral hygiene, bacterial pathogenicity, and saliva characteristics, dental caries
is associated with SES, much like obesity. The current literature is inconclusive
at best as to whether an association exists between childhood obesity and dental
caries.
Purpose: The goal of this study was to expand on previous research by
investigating the association between dental caries and obesity in children in a
dental school pediatric dentistry clinic and whether SES and oral hygiene may be
potential risk factors.
Methods: The study sample was all 6- to 9-year-olds seen for a new patient
examination in the undergraduate pediatric dental clinic at the UNC School
of Dentistry after January 1, 2005 who had a least one subsequent recall
examination before September 1, 2008. All patients were in mixed dentition,
prepubertal, and free of systemic disorders. Electronic records were retrospectively examined to determine the number of decayed permanent teeth (DT) and
primary teeth (dt), height, weight, plaque score, gingival score and Medicaid
status at the initial examination and at subsequent recall examinations. BMI was
also calculated. Plaque score and a modified gingival score were recorded at the
initial examination and recall examinations as a measure of oral hygiene. The
gingival score ranged  from  a score of 0  for no gingival inflammation  to a score
of 3  for severe  inflammation and was assigned  after  assessing the patient’s
general overall gingival status. Medicaid status was recorded and used as the
prime indicator of SES. Zip codes were recorded to determine the percentage of
children below the poverty line (PBPL) as a secondary measure of SES. Each
subject was then categorized as living in a zip code with: less than 10% of
children  below the poverty line; 10% to 20% below  the poverty  line; or greater  
than  20% below the poverty  line.  Subjects  were classified  into 3 categories:
(1) underweight/healthy  weight  (UW/H);(2) overweight  (OW); and  (3) obese
(OB). A chi-square test was used to investigate the relationship between
Medicaid status and BMl at the initial examination, as well as between the
presence of caries at initial exam for primary teeth and subsequent examinations for both primary and permanent teeth and BMl.
Results: A total of 230 subjects were seen for the initial examination:
approximately 13% were OB, 15% were OW, and 72% were UH, while
approximately 12% had permanent caries and 46% had primary caries. The
presence of  caries in permanent  teeth  at  the  initial  exam  was not  significantly  different  between  BMI  groups  (P=.41),  OW and  OB children had less
primary tooth caries than UH children  (P=.O4).  The  presence of new carious
lesions at recall exams in primary  teeth  (P=35)  and permanent  teeth  (P=.96)
was not significantly  different  between  BMI  groups.
Conclusions: There was an association between obesity and dental caries in
the primary dentition, in that a smaller proportion of obese and overweight
children initially presented with primary tooth caries than underweight/
healthy weight children. There was no association between with obesity and
dental caries in the permanent dentition. SES and Medicaid status were not
related to the presence of caries in the permanent or primary teeth or to BMI
categories. The study could not determine why OB and OW children had fewer
caries in the primary dentition, even though modifying factor such as SES and
oral hygiene were considered. More research is needed to investigate whether
OW is truly protective against dental caries primary teeth.

Scientific
Ismail AI, et. al. Evaluation of a brief tailored motivational intervention to prevent early childhood caries. Community Dent Oral Epidemiol 2011; 39 (5): 433–448.
Background - Early childhood caries (ECC) represents a significant problem
for minority and low-income populations in the US. Children with ECC are more
likely to experience caries in permanent teeth, pain, and lowered self-esteem.
Children whose mothers display a lack of knowledge about prevention of ECC
have higher caries prevalence and severity. However, simply being educated
about healthy behaviors is often insufficient for changing unhealthy behaviors. Motivational Interviewing (MI) is an individual centered brief counseling
technique that uses an empathic, collaborative style to elicit and build on
patients’ own reasons for change. MI is guided by four principles: expression of
empathy, exploring ambivalence through open-ended questions, rolling with the
resistance, and supporting self-efficacy. MI has proven efficacious with a range
of health-related behaviors, including substance abuse, diet and exercise, and
helping parents decrease a child’s risk of developing ECC.
Purpose - This randomized trial was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of
a tailored educational intervention on oral health behaviors (such as brushing
behaviors, food choices, checking for pre-cavities, and seeing a dentist) and new
untreated carious lesions in low-income African-American children in Detroit,
Michigan.
Methods - The study included 1021 randomly selected children (0-5 years) and
their caregivers. The families were examined at baseline in 2002-2004, randomized into two educational groups, received interventions in 2004-2005, and
examined after approximately two years in 2007. An interviewer trained in applying MI reviewed the dental findings with caregivers assigned to the intervention
group (MI + DVD) and engaged in a dialogue on improving their child’s oral
health. A 15-minute DVD was developed for this project based on data collected
in 2002-2004 and focused on how the caregivers can “keep their children free
from tooth decay”. The caregivers then developed their own preventive goals
and the goals were printed on glossy paper with the child’s photograph. Families
in the intervention group received booster calls within six months. Families in the
second group (DVD-only) met with an interviewer, watched the DVD, and were
provided with the project’s recommended goals. Both groups received a copy of
the DVD.
Conclusion - After two years, caregivers in the MI + DVD session were more
likely to report checking their child for precavities. Other behaviors were more
frequently reported, but did not reach statistical significance. These included the
child brushing twice a day, brushing every day at bedtime, and seeing the dentist
every six months. However, children whose caregivers received the MI did not
have fewer new untreated lesions at the final evaluation. This inconsistency with
larger literature on MI for health-related behavior could be due to having a strong
control group (a high-quality DVD) and this populations’ inaccessibility to dental
care. Also, in contrast to behaviors such as substance abuse which have clear
negative effects, the oral health of one’s child may be less clearly relevant. An
understanding of how to best customize MI to diverse clinical conditions and
population group is needed to fully develop this tool. The frequency and intensity
may need to be adjusted to the stage of change, commitment to change, and life
events. Further research is needed in this area.
Dana Doan, DDS, Resident in Pediatric Dentistry, Virginia Commonwealth
University

Bushra Bhatti, DMD, Resident in Pediatric Dentistry, Virginia Commonwealth University
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Ribeiro C, de Oliveira Lula E, Netto Da Costa R, Melo Nunes A.
Rationale for the Partial Removal of Carious Tissue in Primary Teeth.
Pediatr Dent 2012; 34(1):39-41
Background- Conventionally, the approach to treating caries has been based on
the mechanical removal of all carious dentin. Due to an increased understanding of the caries process, this conventional view has been modified to include
minimally invasive approaches. The inner portion of carious dentin is vital tissue
that contains intact collagen, and it has the ability to remineralize. Studies have
demonstrated a significant decline in both bacterial count and hardening of
residual dentinal tissue within a few months after sealing, with no progression
of the carious lesion. Historically, in the stepwise excavation technique, a layer
of carious dentin was left over the pulp, followed by placement of a provisional
restoration. After six to eight months, the provisional restoration is reopened, residual carious dentin is excavated, and a definitive restoration is placed.   Is this
second stage of treatment necessary? Currently, no consensus exists regarding
the need for a second clinical session to remove carious dentin that remains in
the pulp wall after partial caries removal.
Purpose- The purpose of the present article was to discuss the rationale for the
partial removal of carious tissue and placement of an indirect pulp cap as an
alternative for the control of dentinal caries in primary teeth.
Methods- A literature review was performed of studies that evaluated the effect
of partial caries removal as provisional or definitive treatment on the dentinal
microflora, the pulp response, or the progression of carious lesions in primary
teeth.
Conclusions- The results showed that partial caries removal performed in one
session is more advantageous than removal in stages over two visits. This treatment, in addition to permitting the inactivation of carious lesions and reducing
cariogenic microorganisms in dentin, reduces the risk of pulp exposure caused
by cavity reopening and excavation of remnant carious dentin. The favorable
outcomes of partial caries removal in a single session support the indication
of this modality as a definitive alternative restorative treatment for the primary
dentition.
Kristin Hodgson, DMD, Resident in Pediatric Dentistry, Virginia Commonwealth University

Parco TM, Tantbirojn D, Versluis A, Beiraghi S. Microleakage of
Self-etching Sealant on Noncontaminated and Saliva-contaminated
Enamel. Pediatr Dent 2011; 33(7):479-483.
Background –  Pit and fissure sealants are recommended for the protection
of caries-susceptible surfaces of teeth. To be beneficial, sealants must remain
intact on the tooth surface. Compromised margins can increase the risk of caries
development by providing a niche for bacteria. One method of placing sealants, the total-etch technique, involves enamel etching, rinsing, and thorough
drying of a tooth surface prior to sealant placement. If saliva contamination of
an etched surface occurs during placement, the sealant’s bonding efficacy is
reduced. This contamination process can happen quickly when working with
children, therefore, a sealant procedure that takes little time is desirable. Another
sealant placement technique involves self-etching primers. This method uses
acidic monomer to condition and prime dentin in a single step, thus shortening
the duration of the procedure. The effectiveness of self-etching primers is less
predictable than standard phosphoric acid-etched primers. Clinical and laboratory studies have shown all-in-one self-etching adhesives in bonding sealants to
be equivalent to standard phosphoric acid-etched sealants with one-year bond
strength and two-year clinical success. The treatment time of the all-in-one selfetching system was half that of the total-etch technique.
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Purpose – To compare the microleakage of a self-etching sealant with a
traditional phosphoric acid-etched sealant under noncontaminated and salivacontaminated conditions.
Methods – Fifty-two extracted human molars were randomly divided into four
groups (n=13). Teeth from the first two groups were cleaned with pumice, etched
with phosphoric acid, rinsed, coated with a drying agent, placed with sealants
(UltraSeal XT Plus®), and light cured. Teeth from groups 3 and 4 were cleaned
with proprietary flour pumice and rinsed prior to being sealed with a self-etching
sealant (Enamel Loc®). Teeth from groups 2 and 4 were contaminated with
saliva and air-dried prior to the sealant placement. All teeth went through the
following process: 1) thermocycling 2) staining with silver nitrate 3) sectioning
4) image recording of the sealant on the occlusal surface. Microleakage was
measured in millimeters and subjected to a 2-way analysis of variance.
Conclusions – Regardless of contamination conditions used in this study, the
self-etching sealant showed extensive microleakage compared with little microleakage seen in the traditional phosphoric acid-etched sealant.
David W. Merrell, DDS, Resident in Pediatric Dentistry, Virginia Commonwealth University

Nowak AJ, Casamassimo PS and Slayton RL. Facilitating the transition of patients with special health care needs from pediatric to adult
oral health care. JADA 2010; 141(11): 1351-1356.
Background: There are no guidelines or policies within dentistry to transition  adolescents with special needs from pediatric to adult oral health care;
therefore, not much is known about support services.
Methods: A pilot-tested survey was sent to 4,000 pediatric dentists. This survey
was  modified to make it more dentally relevant because the initial survey was
geared towards pediatricians. The survey had questions addressing two things:
1) demographics of the pediatric dentist 2) services and barriers associated with
transition of special needs patients to adult dental care.
Results: 1686 out of 4000 pediatric dentists (42.4%) responded to the survey.
Most of those who responded were younger dentists and were in private
practice.  Approximately half of the respondents practiced in suburbia; most
worked with dental  hygienist(s) and assistants; and most assisted with special
needs patients’ transition to adult care. It was found through the survey that
the major barrier to transitioning special needs patients to adult care was the
availability and/or willingness of general dentists and other dental specialists to
accept these patients. In terms of services provided and barriers to transition,
these findings were similar to the findings in the  initial survey geared towards
pediatricians.
Conclusions and Clinical Implications: Most of the pediatric dentists that
responded had a history of helping all adolescents make transition into adult
care, but the major barrier was availability to accept these patients, as noted
in the results section. It would  be helpful to develop office protocol, including a
trained staff, to help transition patients to adult care.
Barrett W. R. Peters, DDS, Resident in Pediatric Dentistry, Virginia Commonwealth University
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Trust is the Foundation for Accepting Care
By: Mark T. Murphy, DDS

The way patients approach dentistry
is very emotional. They want to feel
they are cared for, as a person and
a patient. As medical professionals,
our approach to dentistry tends
to be more clinical and scientific.
Sometimes we are more focused
on how many microns that marginal
adaptation is going to be instead of
how comfortable our patients are.
While delivering excellent clinical
dentistry is critical, emotionally connecting with the patient and building trust
is as important because trust is the foundation the patient uses to determine
whether or not they are going to accept the care we recommend.
Transitioning from Clinician to Trusted Advisor
People tend to ask people they trust for advice. As dental health care
professionals, isn’t that how we want our patients to see us, as trusted
advisors? Ideally, after we have completed the clinical examination and
reviewed with the patient their oral health status, we want patients to ask
“What should I do?” Unfortunately what often happens is that we dentists
focus on the procedural aspects of the examination, gather data, and then
we come back and tell the patient what they should do. Some patients may
just go along with the recommendation and accept care. But others will not.
Why? Because you did not include them in the diagnostic process and you did
not earn their trust. That’s why it is important to bring patients along on the
journey, to get them involved and interested in the diagnosis. One of the most
effective ways to build trust is to visually show patients what’s going on in their
mouth and then relate it back to them emotionally. For example, use visual
aids like intra-oral cameras and show patients the cracked tooth while you ask

them how they would feel if they lost that tooth. People trust what they see and
feel more than what they hear. So if you show more than tell, you’ll begin to build
a transition from clinician to trusted advisor.
Using Visual Aids Helps Patients Feel Cared For
If recommended treatment is covered by insurance, patients are immediately
more willing to accept it. Unfortunately, most patients have been conditioned
to believe that the only treatment that is truly necessary is the small portion
covered by insurance. Subsequently, when patients require more comprehensive
care that is not covered by insurance, like periodontal therapy, or do not have
insurance benefits, they are more likely to hesitate.
When patients are engaged in every step of the experience, they feel they are
being helped.  This makes the financial conversation easier because all that’s
left is helping the patient choose the payment option that best fits their financial
situation. As you did during the clinical examination, involve and engage the
patient in the discussion. The best way to do this is to present the patient
with all their payment choices, including an option such as CareCredit. Again,
using visual aids like a written financial policy or CareCredit’s online payment
calculator that shows patients their estimated monthly payments can be very
effective. When you present all payment options, it shows the patient you have
solutions available and are committed to helping them achieve their oral health
goals. Then simply ask the question, “Mrs. Jones, which of these payment
solutions do you feel would be best for you?”
Creating a place where patients feel cared for is just as important as delivering
excellent clinical care. It not only builds trust, but establishes the foundation
for a strong, long-term relationship. In the most successful practices these two
experiences usually go hand-in-hand.
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VCU Periodontics: A Tradition of Research in Periodontology and
Periodontal Education

Dr. Harvey A. Schenkein, Dr. Sinema Esra Sahingur, Dr. Sharon K. Lanning, Dr. Thomas C. Waldrop
nas gingivalis, an important periodontal disease
pathogen, have small sequences of amino acids
that also might give them the capability of causing
the production of these “aCL-like” antibodies. This
process is called “molecular mimicry”—the immune
system makes antibodies against microbes, but
the antibodies that are made can react with human
tissues and cells. If the human protein has an important protective function (say, inhibiting thrombus
formation), the antibody can block that activity and
cause disease.
Dr. Harvey A. Schenkein

Dr. Sinema Esra Sahingur

Dr. Sharon K. Lanning

Introduction
The VCU Department of Periodontics has a tradition of research productivity that
spans several decades. The department members and periodontal residents
have published on numerous areas, including clinical, microbiological, genetic,
immunologic and pharmacologic aspects of periodontal diseases. In addition, the
department has significant expertise in clinical trials research, biostatistics and
research in teaching and learning. The focus of this article is on current research
initiatives of the department.
It is noteworthy that Virginia Commonwealth University has initiated a new strategic plan called the Quest for Distinction. A major theme throughout this plan is
the desire for the institution to significantly enhance its research profile through
a number of strategies. These include increased emphasis on collaboration
between units of the institution in developing research projects, growth of clinical
and translational research through improved training of faculty investigators and
enhanced resource availability through the Center for Clinical and Translational
Research (http://www.cctr.vcu.edu) and preferential hiring of research-capable
faculty and administrators. The Department strives to contribute to the School of
Dentistry’s goals.
What follows is a description of the major research efforts of the faculty and
residents of the Department of Periodontics.
Periodontal Disease, Antibodies and Vascular Inflammation (H.A. Schenkein, T.E. Koertge, R.L. Sabatini, A.M. Best)
There are many studies demonstrating associations between periodontal
diseases and increased risk for a variety of conditions, including diabetes, premature and low birth weight infants, stroke and heart disease. We are carrying
out studies to test some theories as to why these associations exist. One such
hypothesis is based on our observation that a number of patients with periodontitis have high levels of an antibody in their circulation that is known to cause
thrombus formation, fetal involution and premature atherosclerosis in patients
with autoimmune disease. People who have systemic lupus erythematosis (SLE)
and Antiphospholipid Syndrome (APS) have an antibody in their serum called
anti-cardiolipin (aCL) that can cause these problems. The question is: Why do
periodontitis patients who do not have SLE have these antibodies?
Our research seeks both to answer this question and to see if the aCL that is
found in periodontitis patients has similar biological effects to the aCL found in
SLE patients. One clue comes from knowledge about the composition of certain
plaque bacteria. Researchers interested in APS have noted that some microbes,
if injected into animals such as mice, will induce antibodies that are very
similar to aCL. We noticed that some plaque bacteria, including Porphyromo-

Dr. Thomas C. Waldrop

Our studies are directed at determining if oral bacteria can actually cause production of these antibodies, if the antibodies that are
produced (in mice) behave the same way as genuine autoantibodies by causing
disease and if the antibodies we find in periodontitis patients do this as well. If
so, this biological process may be one link between periodontal disease and a
variety of systemic conditions.
This project is funded by a grant from the National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, National Institutes of Health.
Innate Immunity and Periodontitis (S.E. Sahingur, J.C. Gunsolley, H.A.
Schenkein)
What is innate immunity? There are numerous biological systems that are ready
to respond to a foreign substance without the need for prior exposure (such as
vaccination). Examples of these innate immune systems include familiar cells
like macrophages and neutrophils that stand ready to ingest, digest and spit
out invading bacteria, as well as soluble substances such as the complement
proteins that can kill some bacteria by drilling holes through their membranes.
So, how do the cells and other systems involved in innate immunity recognize
that we have been invaded by foreign pathogens? The answer is that we have
evolved several types of receptors on the cell surfaces and within the cells that
can “sense” the presence of certain recurring patterns in pathogenic microorganisms. These patterns have been termed PAMPs (pathogen-associated molecular
patterns), and one such PAMP is the bacteria’s DNA. Bacterial DNA is chemically different from human DNA and can be recognized as foreign by receptors
within certain cells (such as macrophages). When the PAMP reacts with the
receptor, the cell produces an inflammatory response by releasing chemical mediators of inflammation and recruiting additional cells to the site of infection. The
study of bacterial DNA as a PAMP, the manner in which it is recognized by host
cell receptors and how the host cell then responds, is the focus of this research.
We are interested in these types of innate immune reactions because chronic
periodontal inflammation appears to predispose patients to increased systemic
inflammation that can lead to various periodontitis-related systemic conditions.
At some sites in the body, we can find fragments of oral bacteria or just bacterial
DNA, which can be recognized by receptors on innate immune cells and thereby
cause increased inflammation at sites far from the oral cavity. Some of those
extraoral sites where periodontal bacterial DNA has been identified include
atheromatous plaques, synovial fluid of rheumatoid arthritis and the intrauterine
environment. Thus, our research focuses on elucidating the role of innate immune responses in the pathogenesis of periodontal diseases and identifying a
link between periodontal disease and systemic complications.
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Nucleic acids that are sequestered within certain bacteria can contribute to
inflammation by interacting with innate receptors that bind to bacterial DNA such
as TLR9 (Toll like receptor 9), AIM-2 (absent in melanoma-2) for inflammasome
and DAI (DNA-dependent activator of IFN-regulatory factors). The contribution
of DNA and intracellular DNA receptors in immune responses has changed
the overall view of disease pathogenesis in a variety of conditions ranging
from autoimmune diseases to cancer. Considering the multi-bacterial nature of
periodontitis and constant presence of bacterial DNA in periodontal tissues, we
hypothesize that bacterial DNA initiated-inflammatory pathways can contribute to
periodontal inflammation. In fact, studies conducted in our laboratory support this
hypothesis. We reported increased expression of DNA receptors in periodontallydiseased tissues compared to healthy sites using real time PCR and immunohistochemistry (Figure). We also reported a genetic susceptibility marker in the
TLR9 gene in periodontally-diseased subjects (Sahingur et al, 2011). Our studies
also demonstrated increased production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in human
monocytic and osteoblastic cells stimulated with various periodontal bacterial
DNA further providing evidence that bacterial DNA can promote inflammation in
periodontal tissues (Sahingur et al, 2010- 2012).
While conventional wisdom might indicate that periodontal microorganisms
have a number of well-characterized PAMPs that are shown to induce proinflammatory cytokines, bacterial DNA has not been well studied in this context
and could, as in other diseases, be of great significance in periodontal disease
pathogenesis. We believe that studying bacterial DNA and its receptors will not
only lead to identification of novel mechanisms to control periodontal inflammation but also lead to identification of unique pathways that may link periodontitis
with systemic disease.
Our studies are supported by grants received from A.D. Williams Research
Funds and Jeffress Foundation as well as departmental funds.
Severity of Prematurity and Periodontal Disease (H.A. Schenkein, T.E.
Koertge, R.L. Sabatini, J.C. Gunsolley)
Several studies have shown that women with periodontal inflammation are more
prone to adverse pregnancy outcomes such as low birth weight, prematurity,
preeclampsia and even fetal death. We are trying to determine factors related
to a woman’s periodontal condition that might increase the severity of birth
outcome. For the past several years, we have been examining women who
have had premature labor to assess their periodontal disease status shortly after
they give birth. In addition, we are assessing the levels of aCL antibodies and
a variety of inflammatory mediators in their blood, plus a number of additional
risk factors associated with prematurity. We have hypothesized that periodontal
inflammation, and inflammatory factors found in the circulation that are induced
by periodontal inflammation, may influence the degree of fetal growth restriction
and the severity of prematurity.
This study is being carried out in the context of a larger effort to promote minority
health with a focus on improving pregnancy outcomes in African-American wom14 APRIL, MAY & JUNE 2012 | VADENTAL.ORG

en. Women participating in this study are identified at the time that they present
at MCV Hospitals in premature labor. Once the women consent to participating
in the studies, data regarding their health status, tissue and blood samples and
laboratory data can be collected and utilized for these research projects. Following the birth of their babies, the women come to the Clinical Research Unit of
the School of Dentistry for dental radiographs and a comprehensive periodontal
exam performed by one of the clinical investigators (Dr. Thomas Koertge, Dr.
Robert Sabatini, Dr. Harvey Schenkein, or Dr. Carol Brooks of the Department
of General Practice). Also collaborating on this project is Dr. John Gunsolley, a
periodontist/biostatistician, who assisted with the study design and who performs
data analyses.
This study is being carried out in collaboration with the VCU Center of Excellence in Health Disparities Research, funded by the National Institutes of Health.
Research in Teaching and Learning (S.K. Lanning)
Research in teaching and learning is different than research typically encountered in dentistry. It often focuses on how and what students learn throughout
their educational experiences. Research in this area is considered a professional
activity where individual educators review and enhance the learning they seek
to impart.
Imagine that you have 10 experienced dentists in a room, and you show them
all the clinical data for a complex patient requiring periodontal treatment and,
ultimately, replacement of missing teeth. You then ask these dentists to write
down their diagnoses and treatment plans for this patient. How similar would
the responses be? How many different treatment plans would you expect to encounter? Now, put that in the context of the dental school teaching environment
where a novice dental student might be exposed to 10, 20 or maybe 30 full- and
part-time faculty. This raises questions as to the best way to teach clinical
dentistry as well as how to prepare dental educators to effectively guide students
through the complexities of the clinical curriculum.
Within predoctoral education, we have documented and explored the impact of
variation among faculty in generating diagnoses and treatment plans on student
learning. It may be that this type of faculty variation confuses the novice learner
making it difficult for them to integrate concepts and manage patients. Yet, it
could be students who are exposed to different strategies for addressing clinical
problems are better able to decipher unusual clinical presentations of disease
and provide greater treatment options to their patients than students exposed
to strict interpretation of diagnostic guidelines and limited treatment modalities.
Efforts were made, as a result of this research, to promote consistent use of
diagnostic criteria and provide greater opportunities for faculty consenus.
At a school wide level, research has focused on the use of technology and
simulation training in dental education. Data suggests greater technical skill
development when students were exposed to computer assisted instruction and
virtual reality training (DentSim) as compared to students exposed to traditional

University

Connections

L-R: Dr. Jason M. Streem, Dr. Sayward E. Duggan, and Dr. Rafael K. Rodriguez; they are 2011 graduates of
the Periodontics Graduate Program at VCU. This article highlights some of their research

instructional delivery methods alone. Future studies are needed to determine the
impact of these methods on students’ abilities to transfer their technical skills in
the authentic clinical environment and to self-assess their own work.
A Sampling of Research Performed in the Periodontics Graduate Program
As part of the Graduate Program in Periodontics, residents must do a research
project leading to a Masters of Dental Science. This past year three outstanding
research projects were completed by our graduating residents.
Defining the Bacterial Flora in Periodontal Pockets in Chronic Periodontitis
Patients (R.K. Rodriquez, P. Xu, R. Sabatini, T.C. Waldrop, H.A. Schenkein,
J.C. Gunsolley)
New technologies are available to define the constellation of bacteria that may
be present in a variety of diseases. These methods no longer depend on our
ability to culture and grow bacteria, which has limitations in that not all bacteria
are currently “cultivable” in the laboratory. Rather, new molecular methods that
detect bacterial 16s ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which is unique to each species,
are used to identify and count all the bacteria in a plaque sample. Working
with Dr. Ping Xu of the Philips Institute as well as members of the Department
of Periodontics, Dr. Rafael Rodriquez sought in a pilot study to describe the
subgingival bacterial biodiversity in untreated chronic periodontitis patients
through the use of next generation 16S rRNA molecular analysis and to determine similarities or differences between deep and shallow pockets within the
same patients. The analysis involved paired subgingival plaque samples, a site
≥5mm and one ≤3mm, from 24 subjects. A total of 119 independent microbial
genera were identified. Seven genera were identified to be statistically significant
(p<0.05) in their association to deep or shallow sites: Actinomyces (p=0.004)
and Streptococcus (p=0.033) in shallow sites, while Mycoplasma (p=0.007) and
Fusobacterium (p=0.016) were associated with deep sites. The microbial genera
identified within this study to be associated with deep and shallow sites follow
the traditional pattern anticipated from the literature. This is a pilot study because
larger numbers of patient samples will have to be analyzed by this method in
order to draw definitive conclusions. This study used technology that has yet to
be used in this field of study. Future studies may better define the flora associated with periodontal disease.

Patient Satisfaction with Sedation for Periodontal Surgery: A Randomized, Cross-over Clinical
Study (J.M. Streem, D.L. Howell, J.C. Gunsolley,
T.C. Waldrop)
Dr. Jason Streem assessed patient satisfaction and
preference for oral versus intravenous sedation in
conjunction with periodontal surgical procedures.
In a cross-over design, 26 patients received an
intravenous sedative regimen with or without oral
sedation premedication for one surgery and oral
sedation medication alone for the other surgery.
Fourteen (53.8 percent) indicated a preference
for intravenous sedation, compared with 7 (26.9
percent) who preferred oral sedation alone. One (3.8
percent) reported that they would prefer no sedation.
More subjects preferred intravenous sedation and
would consent to the sedation again for any future
needed surgery. This study supports the need to
offer intravenous sedation with periodontal surgery
and suggests that sedation is a valuable tool for patient management when surgical or extensive dental
procedures are planned.
Ridge Dimension Analysis Following Socket
Preservation Using Clinical Assessment and
Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT)
(S.E. Duggan, T.C. Waldrop, J.C. Gunsolley, R.
Sabatini, T.E. Koertge)

Dr. Sayward Duggan looked at the efficacy of socket preservation. The study
analyzed ridge dimensions before and after socket preservation using clinical
assessment and CBCT. The study consisted of 20 study and 5 control patients.
An acrylic stent was fabricated to take multiple measurements. Socket grafting
was performed with FDBA and a collagen membrane. Measurements from
fixed reference points were taken at the time of extraction and repeated three
to four months post-surgery. Grafted sites lost significantly less bone width than
non-grafted sites at the alveolar crest and gained bone width 5mm below the osseous crest of the extraction socket. Bony fill was significantly greater in grafted
versus non-grafted sites. The results of the study suggest that grafting extraction
sites for implant placement provides greater bone volume and preserves alveolar width. This may become more significant when presented with a thin cortical
plate, especially in the esthetic zone to support the gingival unit.
It is clear that research and scholarship in the Department of Periodontics covers
diverse areas of investigation of interest to clinicians, educators and scientists
and continues to be active in the tradition of the Department.

Harvey A. Schenkein, DDS, PhD, Professor and Chairman
Sinem Esra Sahingur, DDS, PhD, Assistant Professor
Sharon K. Lanning, DDS, MS, Associate Professor
Thomas C. Waldrop, DDS, MS, Professor and Director, Postgraduate
Periodontics

This study was supported in part by the Alexander Fellowship
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Governance Meeting
September 22-23, 2012
Newport News, VA
The 2012 VDA Governance Meeting will be held September 22-23 at the Newport News Marriott at City Center.
Saturday is a busy day beginning with the opening sessions followed by the reference committee hearings in the morning. Election
results will be announced at the Annual Business Meeting in the afternoon. The Annual Awards Banquet and Reception Saturday evening affords an opportunity to socialize with colleagues and recognize the individuals being honored for their leadership and contributions to the VDA. Sunday morning the component delegations will caucus followed by the second meeting of the House.
All VDA members are invited to attend these meetings. This is an opportunity to see the VDA governance at work and learn about the
issues being addressed.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday, September 21, 2012
12:00pm		
Board of Directors
Saturday, September 22, 2012
7:00am-8:00am Breakfast
7:00am-1:30pm    Election of Officers
7:15am-8:00am HOD Registration
8:00am-9:30am Business Meeting/HOD Opening Sessions
10:00am-11:00am Reference Committee 1000
11:15am-12:15am Reference Committee 2000
11:30am		
VDSC Meeting
12:15pm		
Lunch on Your Own

12:15pm		
2:00pm		
3:15pm		
4:30pm		
6:00pm-6:30pm
6:30pm		

Fellows Lunch
Annual Business Meeting
Constitution & Bylaws Committee
16th District
Reception
Awards Banquet

Sunday, September 23, 2012
6:30am-7:30am Breakfast
7:00am-8:00am Component Caucuses
7:45am-8:30am HOD Registration
8:30am-11:00am Board of Directors Meeting

HOTEL RESERVATION INFORMATION
Newport News Marriott at City Center
740 Town Center Dr.
Newport News, VA 23606
ROOMS ARE AVAILABLE UNDER THE VDA ROOM BLOCK FOR THE NIGHTS OF
SEPTEMBER 20th-22nd
ROOM RATE: $129.00 Single/Double
(Price does not reflect the local room tax.)
RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE BY AUGUST 22, 2012
(Any reservation received after this date will be accepted on a space and rate availability basis.)
CALL: 866-329-1758
(Be sure to ask for the Virginia Dental Association group block.)
ONLINE: Ctrl+Click on the following URL:
(This will take you directly to the hotel’s website page with the Group code already entered. Just enter your arrival and departure date to begin the
reservation process.)
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/phfoy?groupCode=DANDANA&app=resvlink&fromDate=9/21/12&toDate=9/23/12
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BREAKFAST RESERVATION

The breakfast Saturday and Sunday is complimentary; however it is very important that we know the number
of members attending.
To make a reservation, please complete the following and return to the central office.
I will be attending the breakfast on the following day(s)
Saturday _______		

Sunday _______

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Submit your reservation to the VDA central office by mail, fax or email by September 14, 2012:
Virginia Dental Association, 3460 Mayland Ct, Ste 110, Henrico, VA 23233. Fax: 804-288-1880, anderson@vadental.org
Breakfast

ANNUAL AWARDS BANQUET RESERVATION FORM
When: 		
		

Saturday, September 22, 2012
6:00PM Reception
6:30PM Dinner

Where:
		
		

Newport News Marriott at City Center
740 Town Center Drive
Newport News, VA 23606

Cost: 		

$25.00 – House of Delegate Members/Board of Directors
$55.00 – All other guests

		

TICKET SALES DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 14, 2012 – NO ONSITE RESERVATIONS

To attend, please fill out the following and mail or fax to the VDA Central Office.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________ Number attending: _____________
Amount enclosed: ________________
Payment: Check payable to VDA
Credit Card # ___________________________________________________________ Expiration Date: ________________
MasterCard, Visa, Discover or American Express
Print Name:________________________________________ Signature: _________________________________________
(As it appears on card)		
		
								

(Signature indicates approval for charges to your account and 		
payment under the credit card issuer’s agreement.)

Card Billing Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
Please mail or fax to:
Virginia Dental Association
3460 Mayland Ct, Ste 110
Henrico, VA 23233
Fax: 804-288-1880
Awards Banquet
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VDA FELLOWS LUNCH
(Must be a VDA Fellow to Attend)

When: 		
Saturday, September 22, 2012
Where:
Newport News Marriott at City Center
		12:15pm-1:45pm
		
740 Town Center Dr.
Cost: 		
$36.00
		
Newport News, VA 23606
		
RESERVATION DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 14, 2012. NO ONSITE RESERVATIONS

Name: ________________________________________________________________________ Number attending: _____________
Amount enclosed: ________________			

Payment: Check payable to VDA

Credit Card # ___________________________________________________________ Expiration Date: ________________
MasterCard, Visa, Discover, or American Express
Print Name:________________________________________ Signature: _________________________________________
(As it appears on card)		
		
								

(Signature indicates approval for charges to your account and 		
payment under the credit card issuer’s agreement.)

Card Billing Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
Please mail or fax to: Virginia Dental Association
3460 Mayland Ct, Ste 110
Henrico, VA 23233
Fax: 804-288-1880
anderson@vadental.org
Fellows Lunch

CAN’T MAKE IT TO THE GOVERNANCE MEETING?
VDA MEMBER VOTING OPTIONS
There are two methods of absentee voting available:
1.

Written Absentee Ballot:
• Absentee ballots may be requested from the VDA Central office beginning 30 days prior to the election (August 22nd). An Absentee Ballot Request Form
will be in the July, August, September edition of the Journal.

• An absentee ballot will be mailed to the member and must be returned to the Central Office no later than 12:00 noon two business days prior to the start
of 		
the Governance Meeting (Thursday, September 20th) in the envelopes provided.
2.

Online voting:
• A secure Member Voting Module will be available on the VDA website (www.vadental.org) beginning August 22nd.  
• Members will use selected identifiers to login and protect the security of the vote and the privacy of the member.
• Online voting will be available until 12:00 noon September 22, 2012.

In person voting at the Governance Meeting will also be done online on secure computers provided by the VDA.
It is impossible for a member to vote more than once.
In the event of a runoff election, elections will take place at the Annual Business Meeting which will be held at 2:00pm Saturday, September 22, 2012.
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Dr. Ted Sherwin

Dr. Mark Crabtree

Candidate for the office of:
President Elect

Having had the honor of serving our organization as Secretary/Treasurer and Chair
of the Access to Care Task Force, I ask for your vote for office of President-Elect of
the VDA.
Demands on our members and their practices as well as the profession are more
complex and intimidating than ever before. We live in a changing environment that
includes a long term recession and slow recovery, health care reform, evolving business models for practicing dentistry, and shifting demographics. These changes not
only require appropriate responses from our organization; it places great burdens
on our members no matter what stage they are in their careers. As a professional
organization we need to build new value in membership that supports our diverse
Association and attracts those who are not yet members.
Our profession has a legacy of commitment to serving and protecting the public.
This service has demonstrated that there is a link between the strength of our profession and the oral health of the public. We can be proud of the role our members
and the VDA have played in access to care here in Virginia. For the VDA to further
its well recognized leadership role and positive public image we must look for new
opportunities to collaborate and promote and encourage each of our members to
participate in service to the public. It is in everyone’s best interest to have dentists
involved in service. We must continue to defend the public and the profession
against those who are not dentists who want to create a two tier system where some
individuals get poorer care from mid-level providers. Whether as practitioners or as
members of our professional organization we cannot afford to sit back while others
create new practitioners that usurp the autonomy of the doctor-patient relationship.
Our future success must begin with our strengths in service to our members and
the public, legislative action, financial stability, dedicated and talented staff, and
passionate members. But with changes all around us, we cannot rest on our past
success. We must continue building a future that appropriately accounts for the
environmental changes while bringing forward our core beliefs of the past; I believe
that together we can accomplish all of these goals as a team.
I can assure you that though these and other challenges seem daunting, our
tripartite system is fully capable of thriving. Our experience here in Virginia, with the
loss of our headquarters building is a great example of how we are fully capable of
flourishing in the face of hardship yet we are stronger than ever as an association
today. My extensive experience in leadership at the Component and State levels,
and with the ADA, has given me a great sense of respect for our profession, our
members, and service to both members and public. If elected I will do all that I can
to sustain your trust, be a strong advocate, and continue preparing the VDA for an
even better future in the face of our challenges.

Candidate for the office of:
ADA Delegate

Dentistry faces challenges on many fronts and as an ADA Delegate, I’m honored to work
on our profession’s difficult issues on your behalf.   
On the national level, in addition to serving you as Delegate, I served on the ADA Council
on Access, Prevention, and Interprofessional Relations (CAPIR). As Council Chairman, I
was very involved with all areas of the Council’s work. CAPIR is the primary ADA agency
dedicated to providing leadership, vision, and coordination of the ADA’s activities to
advance oral health care within the health delivery system, to promoting prevention as the
cornerstone of oral health and to improving access to oral health services for underserved
populations. We accomplished this by recommending policies to the ADA House,
developing resources and programs, providing technical assistance and maintaining
liaisons and collaborating with a wide variety of partners.
Issues demanding the ADA delegation’s attention include the economy, licensure,
auxiliary utilization, Medicaid, amalgam regulations, wastewater, malpractice insurance,
and access to care. I am committed to ensuring that the ADA’s efforts to protect our
interests remain a high priority for the ADA. I’m proud to be a dentist practicing in Virginia
and I’m honored to serve you as a Delegate to the ADA. If we work collaboratively,
we can meet the challenges before us in a way that will improve our profession while
protecting our core value of improving the oral health of our patients. Thank you granting
me the opportunity to represent your interests on the ADA Delegation.

Dr. Gus Vlahos

Candidate for the office of:
ADA Delegate

It is with great pleasure that I am announcing my candidacy for ADA Delegate. During the
last three years as an ADA Delegate dentistry has undergone many changes and faced
many difficult issues. During the next three years the ADA and dentistry will face more
difficult issues and undergo many changes. Some of the challenges that dentistry will be
facing are mid-level providers, foundations and other groups saying they know what is
right for the public when it concerns dental care. As the 16th District representative on the
ADA’s Council of Government Affairs, I receive very detailed information on these issues
that affect dentistry. Being an ADA Delegate while serving on the Council of Government
Affairs it will allow me to be a strong voice in the ADA House of Delegates.
I ask for your vote and support to become an ADA Delegate in conjunction with my
term on the Council of Government Affairs.
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Dr. Elizabeth Reynolds
Candidate for the office of:
ADA Delegate

During my career I have been blessed to have had an opportunity to be involved
in organized dentistry on all levels with so many of you who have given your time
and efforts to making this the profession of which we all want to be a part. I have
served as Alternate Delegate for the past ten years and would be honored if you
would consider allowing me to serve as Delegate. As an alternate delegate I
have been privileged to serve on the Committee of Ethics, Bylaws, and Judicial
Affairs; this experience has offered me the ability to better understand how our
association operates and to expand my knowledge of the issues which are of
primary importance to us at this critical juncture in our profession. I am passionate about organized dentistry and I hope you will allow me to represent you as
Delegate to the ADA.  I will serve you to the best of my ability; it would truly be
an honor to continue to be a part of helping give you a voice in where our profession is headed and how we will get there. Thank you for considering me for the
position of Delegate to the ADA.

Dr. Alfred Certosimo
Candidate for the office of:
ADA Alternate Delegate

The Virginia Dental Association is uniquely positioned to represent the interests
of thousands of dentists throughout the state. Their concerns regarding key
issues such as access to dental care, dental education, the dental workforce,
membership and direct reimbursement must be addressed. Leadership through
cooperation and a clear vision of the VDA’s future are essential to our continued
growth and prosperity. If now elected to serve a two-year term as an Alternate
Delegate to the ADA House, I will dedicate my years of proven leadership in the
military, academics and community service to advance the goals of the VDA and
our profession.

Dr. Sam Galstan

Candidate for the office of:
ADA Alternate Delegate
No photo
available

Dr. Dave Anderson

Candidate for the office of:
ADA Alternate Delegate

I am asking for your vote to return to the ADA delegation as an Alternate Delegate. I probably should not admit this but the years I have been on the delegation have been wonderful and I have learned how to be an effective representative for Virginia and dentistry at large. There is no ego in that statement as it has
been time and seasoning that allow me to speak before any audience and speak
with the passion of belief in what we do and how we do it.   The delegation has
changed greatly in the past few years so some institutional memory would be of
value.  This will probably be my last elected office as when this term is done it
should be time to allow younger ideas, people and views to prevail.
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Dentistry is presently facing a number of challenges that will determine how
our profession fares in the future.  A number of outside influences are looking
to change the way that dental healthcare is delivered in this country. Overcoming barriers to access to care, as well as the public and policymaker’s opinions
about dentistry are essential areas that we need to do better in. In this regard I
recently completed a Masters in Public Health program that had an emphasis in
dentistry, so that I could help work towards positioning dentistry more favorably
in the upcoming healthcare reform. We need a seat at the table in determining
the future of our profession, and in order to do this, we need strong leadership.
I enjoy practicing general dentistry with my wife, who is also my partner, and
working with the VDA in the Give Kids a Smile, Mission of Mercy, and Donated
Dentistry programs. My wife and I are blessed with two sons, and I balance my
time between family, dentistry and my community. The VDA has an impressive
history of working towards solving problems relating to dental healthcare, and I
feel very fortunate to be a part of this. I have served the VDA in many different
capacities in the past, and continue to do so in the present, and think that I can
continue to make valid contributions by serving as an ADA Alternate Delegate,
and would greatly appreciate your support.

Membership

Dr. Michael Link

Dr. Rodney Klima

Candidate for the office of:
ADA Alternate Delegate

Candidate for the office of:
ADA Alternate Delegate

It has been a privilege to serve as one of your representatives on the ADA delegation from Virginia. With the passage of Healthcare reform and the assault on
the profession in the area of workforce issues, these times could not be more
important for determining the future of the practice of dentistry. It is a time of
continued challenges for the ADA and our state and local associations. Changes
in the scope of practice, which may be harmful to our patients, and to the delivery
of dental care, are being considered in some states. We will need to continue to
fight for our profession and what we know is best for our patients.
I hope that I can continue to represent you as the ADA considers measures and
policies which will affect not only our present practices, but more importantly, the
future of new and young dentists.

Please note: CV information for all of our
candidates can be found on the VDA website

www.vadental.org

It has been my privilege and honor to represent you at the ADA over the past six
years. I would like to ask for your continuing support as I seek re-election to the
position of ADA Alternate Delegate.
Dentistry today faces many new trials and tribulations. Some of today’s major
issues are Healthcare, DHATS, ethics, the hygiene mid-level provider and the
patient’s access to dental care. In order to have meaningful solutions to our
problems, we need to “think outside the box.” As we have seen lately, Foundations, Representatives from Congress and some State Legislators are trying
to come up with their own solutions for our issues. I believe some states are
implementing their suggestions without proper foundation. By coming up with
our own innovative ideas we as a dental community can provide a unified voice
to address these problems. The welfare of our profession is best served and
protected when we join together to produce workable solutions. Through all of
the upcoming debates, we must keep the Dentist in charge of the Dental Team.
Our Virginia Delegation has provided strong leadership over the past years. I
feel the work ethic and past experience on this Virginia Delegation and on the
Virginia Board of Dentistry have provided a strong foundation for my continued
service on the National level. I ask for your vote and support.

VDA Membership Directory Request Form

Please send a membership directory to:

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _______________ - ________________ - ________________
Please allow 7-10 business days to receive your directory
Send you membership directory request to the VDA Cenral Office at the address below:
VDA - Attention Leslie Pinkston
3460 Mayland Ct, #110
Henrico, VA 23233
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA DENTAL SOCIETY
Dr. Mohammad Alhzayyen
graduated from Jordan University of Science and Technology
in 2003 and received his AEGD
from Columbia University in
2011. Dr. Alhazayyen practices
in Alexandria.
Dr. Erika Anderson graduated
from Creighton University in
2010 and practices in Arlington.
Dr. Adam Arria graduated
from the Poznan University of
Medical Sciences in Poland in
2006 and completed his GPR
in 2008. Dr. Arria practices in
Montross.
Dr. Michelle Arria graduated
from Poznan University of
Medical Sciences in Poland in
2006 and her GPR in 2008. Dr.
Arria practices in Montross.
Dr. Joseph Bolil graduated from
Georgetown University in 1982
and practices in Nokesville.
Dr. Elba Bordon graduated from
National University of Cordoba
in 1998 and completed her
GPR at Howard University College of Dentistry in 2010.
Dr. Emily Boyd graduated
from University of Louisville
School of Dentistry in 2009 and
received her GPR in 2010. Dr.
Boyd practices in Burke.
Dr. Liliana Calkins graduated
from University Nacional de
Mexico in 1998 and received
her Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics certificate from
Howard University in 2010. Dr.
Calkins practices in Great Falls.
Dr. Lilliam Carpio graduated from Cayetoano Heredia
Purvian University in 1986 and
attended graduate school at
State University of New York at
Buffalo where she graduated in
1998. Dr. Carpio practices in
McLean.
Dr. Angela Diaz graduated from
El Bosque University in Colombia in 1994 and then received
her GPR in 2007. Dr. Diaz
practices in Fredericksburg.

Welcome New Members

Dr. Camilo Duarte graduated
from El Bosque University in
1993 and received her GPR
from Berkshire Medical Center
in 2007. Dr. Duarte practices in
Fredericksburg.
Dr. Asmaa El Qasem graduated
from Jordan University of Science and Technology in 2002
and went onto and receive her
AEGD from Columbia University School of Dental Medicine
in 2010.
Dr. Christine Ferrell graduated
from University of Maryland in
2005 with her DDS and in 2008
with her certificate in Orthodontics and MS in Oral Biology. Dr.
Ferrell practices in Herndon.
Dr. Andrea Goldin graduated
from University of Pittsburgh,
School of Dental Medicine
in 2010 and attended VAMC
Washington DC to receive
her GPR in 2011. Dr. Goldin
practices in Lorton.
Dr. Laura Hernandez graduated
from Ibero Americana University in the Dominican Republic
in 1999 and received her GPR
from University of Miami in
2006. Dr. Hernandez practices
in Woodstock.
Dr. Quan Le graduated from
MCV in 1993 and practices in
Vienna.
Dr. Anna Murphy graduated
from VCU in 2008 and practices in South Riding.
Dr. Malcom Murray reinstated
his membership in 2012. Dr.
Murray practices in Fairfax.
Dr. Sravanthi Nallavalli graduated from Boston University
Goldman School of Dental
Medicine in 2006. Dr. Nallavalli
is now practicing in Ashburn.
Dr. Jennifer Nguyen graduated
from Temple University in 2011.
Dr. Larry Reyes graduated from
University of Maryland in 2011
and practices in Arlington.
Dr. Svitlana Savenkova graduated from Ukraine’s Dnepropetrovsk Medical Institute in
1998 and then received her
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GPR from Howard University
in 2011.

Dr. Jack Tsai graduated from
the University of Pennsylvania
in 2009. Dr. Tsai is working
with Dr. Paul Gibberman in
Alexandria.
Dr. Jennifer Woodside graduated from VCU in 2003 and
then received her certificate
in Pediatric Dentistry from
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
Medical Center in 2005. Dr.
Woodside currently practices in
Warrenton.
PENINSULA DENTAL
SOCIETY
Dr. Kevin Kiely attened Tufts
University School of Dental
Medicine and graduated in
1982. He then went on to
Boston University where he
received his M.D. in Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgery in 1995.
Dr. Kiely practices in Williamsburg.
PIEDMONT DENTAL
SOCIETY
Dr. Rebecca Cloudt graduated from VCU in 2008 and
practices in Salem.
Dr. Joshua DeMichele graduated from SUNY Buffalo School
of Dental Medicine in 2003
and then went on to receive
his GPR from Department of
Veteran Affairs in Buffalo in
2004. Dr. DeMichele practices
in Roanoke.
Dr. Monica Mosley graduated
from Howard University in
2007. She then received her
Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry
from Metro Health Medical
Center in 2010. Dr. Mosley is
practicing in Martinsville.
Dr. Zachary Hairston graduated from MCV in 1983 and
practices in Danville.
RICHMOND DENTAL
SOCIETY
Dr. Neil Agnihotri graduated
from University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey in 2003
and then received his M.D. in
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
in 2008. Dr. Agnihotri practices
in Glen Allen.

Dr. Peter Appleby graduated
from VCU in 2010 and received
his AEGD from UCLA in
2011. Dr. Appleby practices in
Richmond.
Dr. Sarmad Bakuri graduated
from University of Pennsylvania in 2011 and is currently a
resident in the VCU Graduate
Periodontics Program to graduate in 2014.
Dr. Susan Blake graduated
from University of Alabama
School of Dentistry in 1994 and
practices in Richmond.
Dr. Jacqueline Brown graduated from Meharry Medical
College in 2011 and practices
in Richmond.
Dr. Yong Joon Coe graduated
from Seoul National University
in 1997. He then went on to
receive his MS in Prosthodontics in 2006. Dr. Coe practices
in Richmond.
Dr. Antara Daru graduated from
MGV Dental in India in 2004
and received her certificate in
Periodontics in 2011 from University of Maryland, Baltimore.
Dr. Daru practices in Richmond.

SOUTHSIDE DENTAL
SOCIETY
Dr. Margaret Woodard graduated from VCU in 2011 and
practices in Colonial Heights.
SHENANDOAH VALLEY
DENTAL ASSOCIATION
Dr. Esther Chen graduated
from New York University in
2010 and practices in Bridgewater.
TIDEWATER DENTAL
ASSOCIATION
Dr. Keenan Davis graduated
from University of Michigan
in 1995 and graduated from
VCU in Prosthodontics in 1997.
Dr. Davis practices in Virginia
Beach.
Dr. Julian Miller graduated from
University of Michigan in 2005
and practices in Hampton.
Dr. Kavita Shah graduated
from NYU College of Dentistry
in 2010 and received her GPR
from Miami Valley Hospital in
2011. Dr. Shah practices in
Portsmouth.
Dr. Sarah Phillips graduated
from University of Tennessee
Health Sciences Center in 2010
and practices in Virginia Beach.

Dr. Ricki Gottlieb graduated
from VCU School of Dentistry
in 2006. Dr. Gottlieb is part
of the faculty practice and is
Director of the International
Dental Program at VCU School
of Dentistry.

Dr. Luis Quiros graduated from
Universidad de Costa Rica in
2007 and received his GPR
from University of Texas at
Houston School of Dentistry in
2011. Dr. Quiros practices in
Portsmouth.

Dr. Din Lam graduated from
Tufts University in 2005 and
went on to receive his M.D. in
Oral and Maxofacial surgery
in 2011 from NY Presbyterian
Hospital. Dr. Lam practices in
Richmond.

Dr. Nancy Reeves graduated
from The Ohio State University
College of Dentistry in 1984.
She received her Certificate
after completing her Prosthodontic Residency in 1992. Dr.
Reeves is practicing in Virginia
Beach.

Dr. James Peery graduated
from VCU School of Dentistry
in 2009. He completed his GPR
in 2011 from UVA. Dr. Peery is
now practicing in Richmond.
Dr. Victoria White graduated
from VCU in 2011 and will
receive her GPR in 2012.

Dr. Sara Stires graduated from
VCU in 2011 and received her
GPR at the NMC Portsmouth
VA. Dr. Stires practices in
Portsmouth.
Dr. Pia Sweeney graduated
from Georgetown University in
1989 and practices in Virginia
Beach.

In Memory Of...

Membership

Name				Component				City		Date
Dr. George Chamberlain		
Richmond Dental Society		
Paradise, CA November 29, 2011
Dr. Kenneth E Copeland		
Southside Dental Society		
Midlothian
October 24, 2011
Dr. Kenneth Fleenor		
Southwest VA Dental Society		
Pulaski		
October 4, 2011
Dr. Ralph Futterman		
Tidewater Dental Association		
Norfolk		
December 25, 2011
Dr. Malcolm C Harrell		
Shenandoah Valley Dental Association Harrisonburg December 19, 2011
Dr. Thomas Hudson		
Richmond Dental Society		
Richmond
November 6, 2011
Dr. Henry Mc Coy		
Peninsula Dental Society		
Hampton
April 21, 2011
Dr. Norman P Moore		
Tidewater Dental Association		
Norfolk		
January 3, 2012
				

Board of Directors, Actions in Brief
January 19 -21, 2012

I.

Items that require action by the House of Delegates:

privilege of voting. and shall be replaced during the interim by an Alternate Delegate.

A.

The following Bylaw amendments were approved:

B. The following VDA Policy amendment was approved:

1. Background: As support for the Direct Reimbursement Program has dwindled at
the national level and as the budget and activities of the Committee have steadily
decreased, the necessity of having a standing committee to oversee Direct Reimbursement activities was discussed. Currently, most activities are handled at the VDA
office with the Committee providing annual oversight.  Administrative functions could
be handled in-house at the VDA without the need for a Committee.
Resolution: The Direct Reimbursement Committee should be disbanded and the daily
operations should go under the administration of the VDA. The group respectfully
requests that annually, the VDA Speaker of the House allow for a presentation about
Direct Reimbursement to the House of Delegates.
2. Background: Following a presentation on mediation and the discussion of the
possible use of mediation to address ethical concerns, the Committee would like to
expand their duties to include the possible use of mediation. In order to incorporate
this, a change to the duties of the Committee in the VDA Constitution and Bylaws is
proposed by adding a new number 3.		
Resolution: Article 7, Section 6, #7.b: (3) When applicable, to promote mediation
between members and the Association. All duties following will be renumbered to
reflect the addition of this new duty.
3. Article VI, Section 2.M
The Chair of the Board of Directors President will appoint a subcommittee of the
Board each year as an Awards Committee. This awards subcommittee shall be
composed of five three members of the Board who will rotate be appointed annually
and report the names of award nominees to the Board President in by June 1. The
President will appoint all members of this committee as well as its chair. All activities
of this subcommittee shall remain in confidence.  It will also evaluate or modify the
criteria for Association awards and the need for additional honors for VDA members.
4. Article III, Section 6.A
The House shall be presided over by a Speaker who shall be elected annually for
the next year by the House of Delegates at its closing meeting. The Speaker shall
appoint all Committees of the House of Delegates except Reference Committees.
The speaker of the House shall have the power to vote only in the event of a tie, or
to create a tie. In the event that the elected Speaker is unable to act, the President
of the Association shall call the meeting to order, and the first item of business shall
be the election of an acting Speaker from among the VDA Delegates. The Delegate
elected shall serve only during the inability of the Speaker to serve and shall not have
the privilege of debate while temporarily serving as Speaker but may exercise their

5. Awards: # 3
Emanuel W. Michaels Distinguished Dentist Award – The award is presented to a
member dentist who has demonstrated outstanding service, leadership and dedication to the profession of dentistry and for the improvement of the health of the citizens
of Virginia. This award is presented only when a worthy candidate is recognized by
the President Awards Subcommittee and approved by the Awards Subcommittee
President. The candidates can be recommended by the general membership. -2000
(Amended 2005)
II.

Reported as information only:

A.

The following items were reviewed and the noted action taken:

1. Approved: Background: The 2011 House of Delegates approved the Virginia
Dental Laboratory Safety Act which, if passed, would go into effect July 1, 2012. The
Virginia Board of Dentistry has advised the VDA Board of Directors that if this should
happen, they would not have regulations in place at that time. The Board of Dentistry
is not ready to move on the bill and feels that there are other potential problems. On
the advice of VDA lobbyist, Chuck Duvall, the following resolution is submitted:
Resolution: Carry over to the 2013 legislative session, the current Lab Bill HB267/
SB342.
Further - create an agreement between the VDA and VA Board of Dentistry to meet
between the two legislative sessions to attempt to make a mutually agreed upon
agreement.
2. Referred to the Council on Finance - Background: Concern for non-renew
members - make cash flow easier for dentist to pay dues over time.
Resolution: The Membership Committee asks the Council on Finance to establish a
protocol to allow member access to electronic fund transfer for monthly payments
of annual dues and bring that in the form of a motion to the House of Delegates
Budget Impact: Complicate record keeping Increase number of members
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How to Remove A Computer Virus Like A Pro
By: Dr. Minh Tran

Editor’s Note: This is the first in a series by Dr. Tran
on technology. Contact him at the address below.

instructions are provided below)

A computer virus can stay dormant in your computer
for a long period and strike at any moment. Before
calling the IT person for help, here are a few steps
that you can take to resolve your problem and save
yourself a lot of money and time. (pc only)

4. Press Scan.
• When the scan is complete,
select View Results.
• Review the items to be deleted
and untick any item that you think
may have been a false positive.
• Press Remove Selected.
• Reboot your computer.
• Repeat the above steps but the second time around, run your Anti-Virus
program instead of Malwarebytes.
• Scan your computer with the Anti-Virus program.

A. Attempt a System Restore

1. System Restore helps you restore your
computer’s system files to an earlier point in time
before the virus struck. It is a way to undo system
changes to your computer without affecting your personal files, such
as e-mail, documents, or photos.
Open System Restore by clicking the Start button, clicking All Programs, clicking
Accessories, clicking System Tools, and then clicking System Restore.

If the virus prevents you from doing any of the above procedures or if the above
procedures do not remove the virus, then you have a serious virus on your
hands. It is time to call the IT person.

2. Select a Restore Point date and follow the instructions on the screen.

Other Tips:

3. After a successful System Restore, skip to Step D.

Download Malwarebytes:
http://filehippo.com/

B. If the virus prevents you from running System Restore, then you
will need to boot the computer up under Safe Mode.
1. To boot in Safe Mode, remove all floppy disks, CDs, and DVDs from your
computer, and then restart your computer. Click the Start button , click the arrow
next to the Shut Down button, and then click Restart.
2. Hold the F8 key as your computer restarts. You need to press F8 before the
Windows logo appears. If the Windows logo appears, you’ll need to try again by
waiting until the Windows logon prompt appears, and then shutting down and
restarting your computer.
3. On the Advanced Boot Options screen, use the arrow keys to highlight Safe
Mode with Networking.
4. Once you are logged in, attempt a System Restore as mentioned in Step 1.

C. If the System Restore fails to remove the virus, then try these
steps:
1. Boot up in Safe Mode as mentioned in Step 4 above.

2. Once logged in, click the Start button , then type in msconfig where it says
“Search programs and files”
3. Select the Startup tab.
4. Un-tick any item that does not have a Manufacturer associated with the
Startup Item or if the item has a strange unrecognizable name like “zdbjjdfk”
5. Press Apply, then press OK.
6. Restart your computer.

D. After following the above procedures, the last step is to scan
your computer for viruses.
1. Boot up in Safe Mode with the F8 key as mentioned above.
2. Click the Start button , then click All Programs.
3. Select Malwarebytes and run the program. (You should have this program
already installed on your computer prior to the getting the virus. Download

Current 2011 Best Anti-Virus Program:
Kaspersky (purchase at Best Buy)
Alternative Anti-Virus Program:
Microsoft Security Essentials (free) http://filehippo.com/
Create a Restore Point on a weekly basis: It is best to always back up your
data onto an external hard drive on a weekly or daily basis to avoid data loss
brought on by nasty computer viruses.
1. Click the Start button , then type in SystemPropertiesProtection.exe where it
says “Search programs and files”
2. Press Create.
3. Type in today’s date as your label
4. Press Create.
Three Independent studies for best Anti-Virus programs:
AV Comparatives
http://av-comparatives.org/images/stories/test/summary/summary2011.pdf
AV Test
http://www.av-test.org/en/tests/test-reports/novdec-2011/
Virus Bulletin
http://www.virusbtn.com/vb100/index
Upcoming Article:
Please contact Dr. Minh Tran ( sharpwitz@gmail.com ) to request a story idea for
the next article.
In the upcoming article, I would like to discuss real world clinical issues with
Practice Management software (Eaglesoft, Dentrix, Dentimax, etc). Contact
me for the invitation into the Google Group to discuss all things Practice
Management software related. I hope to create an open forum with those who
currently own Practice Management software and those who plan to purchase or
switch to a different Practice Management software.
You can also join the group via:
http://groups.google.com/group/dentalproducts
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Articles of Interest

Is Your Business PCI-DSS Compliant?

Don’t Risk A Data Compromise That Can Potentially Close Your Practice
By: Scott Johnston
As a business owner, you should be asking your credit card
processor how they are protecting your business.
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is a set of
rules to help merchants protect their point-of-sale systems and cardholder
data from data compromise. Compliance with PCI DSS is mandated by the
PCI Security Council and is enforced by Visa®, MasterCard®, Discover®,
American Express® and JCB®. Merchants that are PCI DSS compliant
reduce their chances of becoming a victim of data compromise. In fact, in
2010, 89% of businesses that suffered a data breach and should have been
PCI DSS compliant were not.
Your credit card processor should provide the tools and support you need to
secure your Point of sale, protect cardholder transactions and adhere to Payment Card Industry (PCI) best practices.

Processing Directly or Indirectly

The first thing you should know is if you are processing directly with the
acquirer or are you connecting to the acquirer through an Independent Sales
Organization (ISO) or third party Merchant Service Provider (MSP) – effectively, the “middleman”.  As defined, an acquirer is the financial institution that
processes credit card transactions. An acquirer is also normally interchangeably referred to as a Processor even though they are different. The Processor
is a company who communicates with the issuing banks to authorize and
settle complete credit card transactions. Understanding how your practice is
connecting to the acquirer is the first step towards data security.  Ask your
current processor what their relationship is to the acquirer to better understand credit card transactions at your practice.

Encryption

Does your processor offer an end-to-end encryption solution that secures
card data throughout the entire transaction process? With the extra protection, you can help avoid the significant expense and reputational damage
caused by data breach or identity theft. Through the VDA Services recommended credit card processor, WorldPay, the proprietary Vx510DC terminal
encrypts payment card data upon card swipe at the point of sale. The data
remains encrypted until it reaches WorldPay’s processing centers, where it is
decrypted and authorized. Cardholder data stays encrypted from card entry
until it reaches WorldPay. Should anyone obtain access to your terminal,
network or server, the data would be useless.
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Indemnity Waivers

You should expect your processor to reduce your financial exposure to losses
arising out of a data breach. Does your processor provide you with an indemnity
waiver? Some direct processors offer up to $100,000 in approved costs such as
forensic audits, fines and chargebacks with a security program.
Protecting the credit card information of your patients is an important part of your
business. Utilizing best practices for data security and working with a trusted
partner for your credit card processing transactions can help your office avoid a
data breach. If you would like to have a PCI DSS assessment of your practice
or to discuss how Worldpay can help improve the security of your office data,
please call Scott Johnston with WorldPay at 804-836-6798.

WorldPay – The People Behind the Payments

Processing payments for more than 400,000 businesses just like yours, WorldPay is committed to providing our customers great value and excellent service.
From simplified pricing that gives you the ability to better manage your overall
card acceptance to the strongest transaction security available to 24/7 customer
service in any language, everything WorldPay does is about helping you make
the sale. WorldPay has been recommended by VDA Services since 2006 and is
proud to serve as the only credit card processing company recommended for the
members of the Virginia Dental Association.  To find out more, please call Scott
Johnston at 804-836-6798 or email at scott.johnston@worldpay.us.

Journal: Since Dr. Dickinson started as Director it has been a
partnership between the VDA and public health dentistry. Without this partnership, ideas, plans, and the vision would not come
to fruition. I feel it’s not separate from us but mutual cooperation
and a partnership. I can’t imagine my position and not having
worked with organized dentistry. The other thing: organized
dentistry continues to educate, and education is huge. Again, I
just can’t imagine having done this job without the support of the
VDA and ADA.

An Interview with:
Dr. Karen Day

Editor’s Note: Dr. Karen C. Day retired March 1, 2012 following an exemplary career
in public health dentistry with the Virginia Department of Health. Most recently, she
served as Director of the Division of Dental Health. She was interviewed for the
Journal at the VDA offices in Richmond.
VDA Journal: Tell us why you chose a career in Public Health dentistry.
Dr. Day: When I graduated from dental school I was undecided about what I wanted
to do. The economy was suffering and my classmates were considering multiple
options – military, residency, private practice, etc. A friend convinced me to look at
public health. I also considered pediatric dentistry. I’ve had two careers, clinical and
administrative, and one led to the other, but each has one thing in common with the
other: prevention. When I started I never thought I’d be there 31 years. So there
were three things that led me to my career.  It was a good fit for me, and there was
prevention and community involvement. When I practiced in the community I saw
things I never saw in dental school. I saw the need for dental care, and the community embraced me. I always felt I was making a contribution to the community. But
honestly we didn’t have much exposure to public health in dental school. As it turns
out, my friend also made public health her career.
Journal: What do you enjoy the most about your specialty? The least?
Dr. Day: The sense of community, helping a population. I still enjoy prevention. The
science is extremely important: planning, developing programs, working with people,
to be able to take a grant and see what I can do with it, and be able to document it
and at the same time enjoy a sense of community. What do I enjoy least? Not having patient contact, not getting to see that person getting better. I’m no longer asking
did that patient get better, I’m asking did we help 100,000 patients. I’m believe I’m
better at administration, and I’ve been guided to the right place, and I’m successful
at what I’m doing. Still you have to have all the pieces, and I’m a better administrator
having had the clinical experience, which I did for fifteen years.
Journal: Who were some of your mentors?
Dr. Day: Joe Doherty was director when I started – he guided me through my clinical
years, and encouraged me to go on to my MPH degree. He showed me the bigger
picture. I couldn’t have made the leap without him – he put it all together for me.
Also, Dr. Martha Smith, my MPH program director at VCU. She took it one step
further – she gave me the tools: planning, surveys, policy, and a sense of duty and
sense of commitment. She told me there’s something bigger that needs my contribution.
VDA Journal: What role has organized dentistry (i.e, the ADA, VDA) played in your
career?

Journal: How can organized dentistry better support public
health dentists?
Dr. Day: Communication is a huge part – it works both ways.
In Virginia there is a blurring of organized dentistry and public
health dentistry under Dr. Dickinson’s leadership. With him it has
become a priority. We get great support at the state level, maybe
better than in the localities. Organized dentistry in Virginia is
doing a very good job of supporting us compared to other states.
And I hope it continues to get better. The partnership we have
with Terry and the VDA – I can’t even imagine doing my job
without him here.  His vision has helped infinitely to elevate those
access issues, lack of care, lack of safety nets. Very few other
states have what we have.  He’s made my job easier.  We all fit
together for a common goal because of his leadership. When
I tell public health leaders from other states about the relationship between public
health and the VDA they say “Wow!”
Journal: What should be done to improve communication between dentists in private
practice and those working in public health?
Dr. Day: One thing that has helped is to have public and private dentists both on the
access-to-care committee. We can help each other, and I learned a lot from private
dentists. Organized dentistry has put us on those committees that are involved
and that it is a good opportunity for us to communicate. The other thing is training,
such as for special needs and young children. The programs we’ve had have been
attended by both public and private dentists. The private dentists have been very
helpful to us and vice-versa. At the end of the day our goal is the same. Participation
in the Oral Health Coalition and the DMAS coalition – those are forums where we get
to hear everyone’s opinion. Communication can only help everyone.
Journal: Fluoridation is being challenged in several Virginia localities. How should
the dental profession respond?
Dr. Day: First, all of us can stay current with the research. It’s hard to believe we’re
still talking about fluoridation 65 years later, but we still need to be vigilant.  Not everyone believes fluoridation is a good thing.  Also, training – how to address concerns
– as a spokesperson is needed. The ADA has been very helpful in providing guidance
on this. We all need to be trained in how to deal with these issues as a professional
and community leader. In most communities professionals are trusted leaders. We
also need to continue to educate our patients on the benefit of fluoride in the water.  
Recently the optimal level was reduced from 0.9 ppm to 0.7 ppm and we were called
on to educate our patients (and neighbors) on why that was needed.
Journal: “Access to care” has been the main topic of discussion in the dental
workforce debate. How do you see these issues being resolved? Where will we be
in five years?  Ten years?
Dr. Day: I don’t know how it will be resolved. I’ve been reading a book produced by
the Institute of Medicine and I’ve come to the conclusion that the complexity of access cannot be overstated. There’s a triad of Affordability-Accessibility-Acceptability
that has to be addressed. When I was in clinical practice I could see there was a
maldistribution of dentists in the state. The other big part is a strategy of disease prevention and health promotion.  Again, this is a very difficult and complex issue.  We’ll
have to see how healthcare reform affects accessibility. There needs to be more
work on reducing the separation between oral health and medical health.  In five to
ten years I don’t know if we’ll be dealing with the same issues. Maybe at some point
our efforts at prevention will pay off in a big way and that will help. How will access
be impacted by the changes in decay rate? There are still barriers to care.
Journal What would you like to be doing five years from now?
Dr. Day: I’d like to achieve a balance between enjoying myself, taking care of myself,
and giving back. And then, there’s always gardening. I’m an enthusiastic gardener
and I never met a plant I didn’t like. But my real goal is balance.
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WWW.AFTCO.NET

Helping dentists buy &
sell practices for over 40 years.
AFTCO is the oldest and largest dental practice transition
consulting firm in the United States. AFTCO assists
dentists with associateships, purchasing and selling of
practices, and retirement plans. We are there to serve
you through all stages of your career.

Andrew P. Johnson, D.D.S.
has acquired the practice of

Paul P. Hicks, Jr., D.D.S.
Farmville, Virginia

Glen R. Miller, D.D.S. &
Laura S. Hernandez-Dauer, D.D.S.
have acquired the practice of

David C. Jones, D.D.S.
Woodstock, Virginia
AFTCO is pleased to have represented
all parties in these transactions.
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Call 1-800-232-3826 today for a free practice appraisal, a $2,500 value!
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Ethics Advisory: A Spotlight on Gifting and Social Couponing
By: Sarah Friend, DDS

The ADA Council on Ethics, Bylaws and Judicial Affairs is currently investigating what legal and ethical
implications gifting and social coupons have on dentistry. The content of this article is solely intended to
raise awareness about these ethical dilemmas.
The ADA Principles of Ethics and Code of Professional Conduct states in Section 4.E. Rebates and
Split Fees that “Dentists shall not accept or tender
‘rebates’ or ‘split fees’.” The following discussion focuses on how the aforementioned principle applies
to the topics of gifting and social couponing.
The subject of gifting can be divided into several different categories:
A. Gifts from Dentists to Patients
B. Gifts from Dentists to Dentists
C. Gifts from Patients to Dentists
D. Gifts from Industry to Dentists
Gifts may consist of cash, gift cards or any other item of tangible value.1
When considering a gift in any category, the ADA advises one must only accept
a gift if it is intended to benefit the patient and does not create any notion of
obligation to the giver.2
Gifts from Dentists to Patients
If, for example, a dentist gives a new patient a gift card as a “Welcome to the
Practice Gift”, it may be interpreted as a means of off-setting the patient’s total
fee for treatment. This might be considered a rebate, which would violate the
aforementioned ethics principle.

vices at discounted fees. In areas where competition for new patients is great,
dentists see such companies as a good way to attract new patients. The coupon
company acts as a third party and their fees are usually based on the volume or
value of the attracted customers. Some companies will collect the fees directly
from the patients and pay the dentist only a percentage of the total collected fee.
Because the fee collected from the patient is split between the coupon company
and the dentist, this could violate the ethical code on “fee-splitting”.
In closing, the legal and ethical implications surrounding gifting and social
couponing are very intricate and exceed the capacity of this article. Ethics and
law are similar, but not the same. Every dentist should thoroughly educate him
or herself on these topics. For more detailed information on the ADA’s evolving
position, please visit ADA.org and reference the Message from the ADA Legal
Division (10/7/2011) titled “Legal issues in marketing a dental practice: Referral
gifts and groupon discounts”.  If you have specific questions regarding state or
federal laws applicable to these issues, please contact a qualified attorney.  If
you are a member of the ADA, you have voluntarily agreed to uphold the Ethics
Code as a condition of membership.
(Endnotes)
1
Legal issues in marketing a dental practice: Referral gifts and groupon discounts; Message from the ADA Legal Division, October 7, 2011
2
Gift giving to dentists from patients, colleagues and industry: Is it a
problem in dentistry today? Statement of the ADA council on ethics, bylaws and
judicial affairs Adopted 4/2005

If that same dentist gives an existing patient a “Refer –A- Friend” gift for referring another patient to the practice, it may be interpreted as “fee-splitting”. The
dentist and the existing patient would both benefit from the fees received from
the new patient. Please also be aware that there is a Federal Anti-Kickback
Statute (AKS) which disallows any kind of remuneration for the referral of patients covered by a federal health care program, such as Medicare or Medicaid.
Gifts from Dentists to Dentists
Though it is generally considered acceptable for dentists to gift colleagues and
employees during holidays and other celebratory times, this practice does not
benefit the patient.  Please note, however, if a gift is sent to a colleague and is
based upon the number of patient referrals or production value of those referrals,
it is considered unethical. This practice may also be interpreted as “fee-splitting”
and may have federal legal implications under the AKS if the gifts involve
patients covered by federal health care programs.
Gifts from Patients to Dentists
As long as the gifts are nominal in value, it is generally accepted that such gifts
will not interfere with patient care. It is unethical for a provider to accept a gift of
significant value from a patient.  It is also unethical for a provider to accept any
gift if the patient expects preferential treatment in return.
Gifts from Industry to Dentists
The gifting of trial-sized dental products which can be used in patient care is
considered acceptable. Corporate sponsored CE courses, including reasonably valued meals during the course, are considered appropriate as long as
there is full-disclosure by the presenter of any industry affiliations.  The intended
outcome of the CE is increased provider knowledge ultimately benefitting the
patient.  It is considered unethical to accept any gift of significant value, including
cars and vacations, from a company based on the dentist’s degree of business
involvement with that specific company.
Social Coupons
Social coupons have gained popularity in our economy because they offer serVADENTAL.ORG | APRIL, MAY & JUNE 2012
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Sell your practice, realize your equity and maintain control of your career.
As an industry leader in dental practice management DCA offers win-winwin solutions for you, your staff and your patients while providing you with
the greatest value for your practice. You’ve got options.
• Explore flexible acquisition or fold-in opportunities for your practice.
• Sell your practice and realize your equity.
• Come to an agreement that suits your needs.
• Continue to practice without business management concerns.
• Ensure your staff and patients are well taken care of.
For more information, call us at
888.460.5067 or visit us online
at dentalcarealliance.com
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The Direct Reimbursement Committee invites you to visit their website dedicated to Dental Direct
Reimbursement and Assignment dental plans at:

www.VADentalDirect.com
The comprehensive web home for Dental

On the site, information is available for

Direct plans in VA makes DR and DA

dental offices, employers, employees and

easier to research online.

brokers.

Links to resources, articles and other sites
about DR plans are all available at
www.VADentalDirect.com.

Up to date news about Dental Direct in
Virginia is easy to access at the site!

The Dental Direct website has great resources available for your office. Check out the
Frequently Asked Questions section to get a better understanding about Dental Direct and
what it can mean for your office. If you or anyone at your office would like more information
about

Dental Direct, please contact Elise at the VDA - rupinski@vadental.org; 804-523-2184.

JUNE 14-16, 2012

Dates to Remember
Early-Bird Registration DEADLINE: April 30, 2012
Hotel Reservation DEADLINE: May 14, 2012
Pre-Registration DEADLINE: June 1, 2012
On-Site Registration: June 14-16, 2012

REGISTER ONLINE AT www.VADENTAL.org

Lodging Information
Williamsburg Lodge & Conference Center
310 South England Street
Williamsburg, VA 23185

Williamsburg Inn
Main Building: $395
Providence Hall: $289

Deluxe: $229
Superior: 204

Woodland Hotel & Suites:
Superior: $139

Phone reservations: 1-800-HISTORY or 1-800-261-9530		

Virginia Meeting Discount Code: 5508

Online reservations: https://resweb.passkey.com/go/5508
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Thursday, June 14, 2012

Continuing Education
Code

T1
T2
T3
T4

Events
Code

T32
T33
T41

Course Title			Speaker			Time			Cost

Absolute Fearless Success		
Connie Podesta		
Exquisite Functional Esthetics		
Drs. DeWood & Brady
Invisalign Clear Essentials 1		
Dr. Rick Boyd		
Invisalign Team Member Registration - Breakout			

F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F46

Events
Code

Free w/ Badge
$60
$1,695
up to 8 free with T3

Event							Time			Cost

Annual VDA Golf Tournament					9:00am start		$160
Ghost Tour						9:00pm-10:00pm		$15
Afternoon Tea						1:00pm-2:30pm		$35

Friday, June 15, 2012

Continuing Education
Code

9:00am-5:00pm		
9:00am-5:00pm		
8:00am-5:00pm		
8:00am-5:00pm		

Course Title			Speaker			Time			Cost

Advances in Ultrasonics		
Business and Patient Communication
Healthcare Provider CPR		
Strategies for Restorative Success...
Applying Today’s Current Aspects of....
Considering Practice Ownership?
Internet Marketing for Dental Professionals
Pulpal Management of Traumatic Injuries
Advancement in Nickel & Titanium...
The Latest in Preventive Oral Healthcare...
Heartsaver CPR
		

Jennifer Brame		
Drs. DeWood & Brady
Tidewater Ctr for Life Support
Dr. Jean-Francois Bedard
Dr. Lou Graham		
Trutter & Cogan		
McCollough & Passineau
Dr. Joe Camp		
Dr. Joe Camp		
Jennifer Brame		
Tidewater Ctr for Life Support

9:00am-Noon		
8:00am-3:00pm		
8:00am-Noon		
8:00am-3:00pm		
8:00am-3:00pm		
8:00am-11:00am		
9:00am-Noon		
8:30am-11:30am		
1:30pm-4:30pm		
1:30pm-4:30pm		
2:00pm-4:00pm		

Free w/ Badge
$60
$60
$50
$50
Free w/ Badge
Free w/ Badge
Free w/ Badge
$195		
Free w/ Badge
$50

Event				Group			Time			Cost

F31
VDA Vendor Services Lunch		
VDA Services		
Noon-1:00pm		
$0 w/ ticket
F34
AGD Breakfast			AGD			7:00am-8:00am		$0 w/ ticket
F35
Pierre Fauchard Lunch		
Pierre Fauchard		
Noon-1:30pm		
$40
F36
President’s Party			VDA			7:00pm-10:00pm		$30
F36A
President’s Party Child Age 3-12		VDA			7:00pm-10:00pm		$10
F37
MCV/VCU Reception			MCV/VCU Alumni		5:30pm-7:00pm		$0 w/ ticket
F39
Dental Student Reception		VCU 			5:00pm-6:00pm		$0
F45
Bike Ride				VDA			4:30pm start		$0
		

Continuing Education
Code

S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S25
S26
S27

Events

Saturday, June 16, 2012

Course Title			Speaker			Time			Cost

The Economy, Investments, and Your...
Darrell Cain		
9:00am-Noon		
Free w/ Badge
New Technologies for Simplified Implant... Dr. Christopher Ramsey
9:00am-4:30pm
$50
Mind Over Mattress			
Jill Moore			
9:00am-Noon		
Free w/ Badge
Endodontic Potpourri			
Dr. Joe Camp		
9:00am-4:30pm		
Free w/ Badge
Lumps, Bumps, and Lesions for All...
Dr. John Svirsky		
9:00am-Noon		
Free w/ Badge
Navigating the Shark Infested Waters of... Braxton McKee		
10:00am-Noon		
Free w/ Badge
Agony of the Code: Insurance made...
Teresa Duncan		
1:30pm-4:30pm		
Free w/ Badge
Drugs I Have Known & Loved For...
Dr. John Svirsky		
1:30pm-4:30pm		
Free w/ Badge
Wealth Accumulation & Tax Strategies
Darrell Cain		
1:30pm-4:30pm		
Free w/ Badge
Fit to Sit				Jill Moore			1:30pm-4:30pm		Free w/ Badge
Healthcare Provider CPR		
Tidewater Ctr for Life Support 9:00am-1:00pm		
$60
WOW! Complete Dentures in an Hour!
Drs. Wallace, Alouf & Miller
9:00am-4:30pm		
Free w/ Badge

Code

Event				Group			Time			Cost

Code

Ticket							Time			Cost

S24
VDA Past Presidents’ Breakfast		
VDA Past Presidents
7:30am-9:00am		
$0 w/ ticket
S38
ICD Breakfast			ICD			7:30am-8:30am		$25
S40
ACD Ethics Lunch			ACD			11:30am-1:00pm		$40
		
S44

32

Admission Ticket

Colonial Williamsburg Historic Area Ticket				
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Good for length of Conference $25

REGISTER ONLINE AT www.VADENTAL.org

2012 Virginia Meeting - Registration Form For All Registrants
Mail to: VDA - 3460 Mayland Ct, Ste 110 Henrico, VA 23233

1

Fax to: 804-288-1880

Online: www.vadental.org

Primary contact for conference registration (if questions arise the VDA will contact this person)

Contact Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________ Specialty: _________________________
Mailing Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________ Component # _____________________
City: ________________________________________________ State: ______________ Zip: ____________________
Phone: _____________________________________________ Membership #: ________________________________
E-Mail: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

2

						
On/before
Registration
Categories:
						4/30
$110
A. First Time Attendee Dentist				
$195
B. VDA Member Dentist*					
$295
C. ADA Dentist (non-VDA)*				
$35
D. VDA Member Dentist (1st Yr Out of Dental School)*		
$495
E. NON Member Dentist					
$195
F. Active Military Dentist (non-VDA) *			
$195
G. ODDS Member (non-VDA)*				
$0
H. Retired Life VDA Member*				
$50
i. Assistant - VDAA member*				
$60
J. Assistant - Non-VDAA member				
$25
K. Spouse/Guest of registrant				
$5
K12. Guest (ages 12 and under)				
$0
L. Student (Dental, Hygiene & Assisting)			
$50
M. Office Staff
$50
N. Lab Technician					
$75
O. Hygienist						
3
                      *membership verification required

Reg
Category

Fee

4

5/1-6/1

$160
$245
$345
$47
$530
$245
$245
$0
$55
$65
$30
$7
$0
     $55
$55
$80

VDA Golf Tournament
Code: T32 - Additional Information

Handicap: _________________
I would like to be grouped in a team
with the following players:

Onsite Rates
6/14-6/16

__________________________

$210
$295
$395
$60
$565
$295
$295
$0
$60
$70
$35
$10
$0
     $60
$60
$85

__________________________
__________________________
Virginia Meeting
mailing list opt out
(see page 20 for details)
Yes, I would like to opt out
of the Virginia Meeting mailing
list.
Leave blank if you would like to be
included in meeting mailings.

5

6

Registrants
List Primary Registrant on the first line (Please print clearly)

Friday Lunch Option
+$17

1

Veg
Trky

RB
Ham
Opt Out

$

2

Veg
Trky

RB
Ham
Opt Out

$

3

Veg
Trky

RB
Ham
Opt Out

$

4

Veg
Trky

RB
Ham
Opt Out

$

5

Veg
Trky

RB
Ham
Opt Out

$

6

Veg
Trky

RB
Ham
Opt Out

$

8 Payment Options:

Course #1
Code/Fee

Course #2
Code/Fee

Course #3
Code/Fee

Event #1
Code/Fee

Event #2
Code/Fee

If you have more than 6 attendees, feel free to make additional copies of this form.

7

Check: Make payable to VDA

Subtotal

Grand Total:
$

Credit Card # ______________________________________________________________________________ Exp. Date: _________________________
Security Code: __________________ Address on credit account: _____________________________________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________________________ Print Name: ____________________________________________________
Your signature indicates approval for charges to your account and payment under the credit card
issuer’s agreement

As it appears on your card
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VDA President’s Party
In honor of VDA President
Dr. Roger Wood

Friday, June 15, 2012
7:00pm-10:00pm
Your ticket includes:
• Entry into the Woodstock themed President’s Party.
• Three Complimentary Drink Tickets
(Good for wine & beer. Alcoholic drinks available for ages 21+)
• A generous hors d’ oeuvre meal
• Pictures in our photo booth and with Dr. Roger Wood
• Great music and tons of fun for the whole family!

Come dressed in your favorite ‘60s and ‘70s attire!

Cost: $30 for Adults, $10 for Children ages 3-12
Children 2 and under are free and do not need to register.
Time: 7:00pm-10:00pm
Registration Code: F36 Adult, F36A Children ages 3-12
Location: Williamsburg Lodge Colony Room

34
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SPONSORS
The Virginia Dental Association would like to thank the following
individuals/companies for their generous support of the Virginia Meeting!
(sponsorships as of 2/6/12)

Event

Bronze Level CE

$500 Sponsorship

$500 Sponsorship

McPhillips
Roberts
Deans

&

PLC

Certified Public Accountants & Business Advisors

Full Service Personal & Business Insurance Agency

B&B

B&B Insurance Associates, Inc.
1-877-832-9113 • www.bb-insurance.com

• Associated Printing
• Drs. Covaney & Dameron
• Dr. Chris Richardson
• New England Handpiece Repair, Inc.

Donations
$200 Sponsorship

• Coltene/Whaledent, Inc.
• Dr. Harvey Shiflett
• R. K. Tongue
• The Homestead Resort
• Williamsburg Lodge

• Bivins Orthodontics
• Fortress
• Lab One
• Seaboard Study Club

REGISTER ONLINE AT www.VADENTAL.org
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SPONSORS
Titanium Level CE
$10,000 Sponsorship

Platinum Level CE
$5,000 Sponsorship

Diamond Level CE
$2500 Sponsorship

Gold Level CE
$1,000 Sponsorship

• Dr. Michael Abbott
• Drs. Whiston, Patterson, & Corcoran

	
  
Hampton Roads Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
	
  
	
  

Fellows	
  
America	
  n Association of	
  
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons	
  

Ronald L. Tankersley, D.D.S.	
  
	
  
	
  W. Les Davenport, D.D.S.	
  
Kenneth L. Tankersley, D.D.S., M.D.	
  
Diplomates	
  
America	
  n Board of	
  
Oral & Maxillofacial
Surgery	
  

Drs. Shivar, Peluso &
Andersen
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SPONSORS
Golf Tournament
$425-$2000 Sponsorship

• Dr. Carl Roy
• Drs. Morris & Taylor, Ltd.
• McKee/Dominion Study Club
• Richmond Dental Study Club
• PinCrafters
• Virginia Dental Laboratories
• Yorktown Periodontics

Exhibit Hall Complimentary Events
THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 2012

• Opening Reception

5:00pm-6:30pm
Complimentary frozen margaritas

FRIDAY, JUNE 15,2012

• Continental Breakfast
8:00am-10:00am

Com plim ent ar y B r eak f as t

• Coffee Break
1:30pm-3:30pm

Co mp lim ent ar y C off ee & S nac k s

• Prize Parade
4:30pm-6:00pm

Win gr eat pr iz es

REGISTER ONLINE AT www.VADENTAL.org
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EXHIBITS
Make plans to stop by the VDA Exhibit Hall
Exhibit Hours:

Thursday, June 14, 2012 - 5:00pm-6:30pm
Friday, June 15, 2912 - 8:00am-6:00pm

Virginia Meeting Exhibitors...
as of March 21, 2012

3M ESPE
A-dec
ADS South, LLC
AFTCO
Asset Protection Group, Inc.
B & B Insurance Assoc., Inc.
Bank of America Practice Solutions
* Benco Dental Supply Co. (Prize Parade - $200
Merchandise Certificate)
BioHorizons
* Biomet 3i (Prize Parade - Single/Multiple Tooth
Patient Education Model)
Brasseler USA
Cain, Watters, and Associates
CareCredit
Carestream Dental/Kodak Dental Systems
Centrix, Inc.
Chesapeake Dental Education Center
Colgate Oral Pharmaceuticals
Coverys
Creative Dental Ceramics, Inc.
Delta Dental of Virginia
Delta Dental Smart Smiles, Give Kids a Smile, and
Virginia Dental Assistants Association
Dental Business Network (DBN)
Dental Direct
Dental Practice Affiliates
DentaQuest - Smiles For Children
DENTSPLY Caulk & Professional
Dentsply Tulsa Dental Specialties
Designs for Vision, Inc.
DMG America
Doral Refining Corp.
Drake Precision Dental Labortarory
Eastern Dentists Insurance Company
Essential Dental Systems
Garrison Dental Solutions
Gendex Dental Systems

Group Financial Services
Healthcare Professional Funding Corporation
Henry Schein Dental
Heraeus Kulzer
Implant Direct International
Kerr Corporation
Kuraray America, Inc.
* Medical Protective (Prize Parade - Gift Card)
Mercury Data Exchange
Midmark Corporation
Nobel Biocare
Patterson Dental Supply Co. Inc.
Philips
Planmeca
PNC Bank
* Professional Solutions Insurance Company (Prize
Parade - Mastercard Gift Card)
* ProSites (Prize Parade - Kindle Fire)
* R. K. Tongue Co., Inc. (Prize Parade - Amex Gift
Card)
RGP Dental, Inc.
Royal Dental & Porter Instrument Co.
Solmetex
Solutionreach
Sunstar Americas, Inc.
SurgiTel/General Scientific Corp
TopDentists.com
TowneBank Private Banking
Transworld Systems
Ultralight Optics
VDA Foundation
VDA Services
VDA Services Glove Program
Virginia Dental Political Action Committee
Virginia Health Quality Center
Virginia Oral Health Coalition
Wells Fargo Practice Finance
WorldPay
* = Prize Parade Participant
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Larell One Step Dentures at Gloucester M.O.M. Project
By: Stephen B. Alouf, DDS; Denture Co-director, VDA Missions of Mercy
A very successful Gloucester-Mathews free dental
clinic, sponsored by the VDA Foundation, was
held recently at the Gloucester High School. Over
550 people were treated with comprehensive dental care including hygiene, restorative dentistry,
extractions and denture services.
The Missions of Mercy free dental clinics are now
able to provide complete dentures utilizing the
revolutionary Larell One Step Denture® system.
In past clinics, due to the time frame and laboratory involvement, it had been difficult to provide
complete dentures. In fact, the few dentures that
were made needed to be delivered weeks, if not
months, following the initial clinic because of those
time constraints. Many patients were left virtual
dental cripples because of the inability to offer
complete dentures. Now, with the introduction of
the Larell One Step Denture there is greater hope
for those in need.

The one step denture process has gained much attention from other philanthropic and commercial arenas and many groups are visiting to learn more about the
procedure. Dentists and prosthodontists from Arkansas, Nebraska, Connecticut, Colorado, California and Maryland MOM projects attended the Gloucester
and Roanoke clinics to learn how the procedure works and gain experience in
fabricating the dentures and the processes to incorporate the dentures into their
own MOM projects. Once again Virginia is a leader and mentor to other states
looking to enhance their projects. In addition to representatives from MOM
projects, we had observers from of the Virginia HealthCare Foundation who are
incorporating the Larell Dentures into the network of safety net clinics in Virginia.
The denture process is innovative in that it allows complete dentures to be made
in a single one-hour visit. The patient response has been overwhelming and
follow-up adjustments have been minimal. The dentists like the ability to complete treatment in one visit. The underserved and unserved residents of Virginia
are now able to have the dental care they need. I, along with Dr. Lawrence
Wallace (Larell Inventor) and Dr. Scott Miller will be giving a full day presentation
on the Larell One Step Denture system at the Virginia Meeting in Williamsburg. I
invite all interested persons to attend.

The one hour procedure made it possible for
about fifty dentures to be made during the one
day clinic. Most were complete dentures, though
immediate dentures were done as well. Even
a few “flippers” and partial denture repairs were
able to be done by the volunteer dentists and lab
technicians.

Learn the Larell method at the 2012 Virginia Meeting
Dr. Lawrence Wallace, Dr. Scott Miller and
Dr. Stephen Alouf
WOW! Complete Dentures in an Hour!
With new materials and innovative, easy-to-learn technique, you can fabricate
complete dentures in one visit in about an hour, all without a lab. Used for complete dentures, immediate dentures and temporary implant overdentures, these
techniques will help you attract new patients, expand your practice base, and
increase your income.
Objectives:
• Understand the indications and uses for the one hour denture
• Learn the technique for a one hour denture
• Be able to incorporate the one step denture into your practice
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A Day in the Life

Different takes on Give Kids A Smile®
By: Richard F. Roadcap, D.D.S., Editor

Editor’s Note: Robbie Schureman of Henry Schein Dental Inc., Tina Bailey,
Public Benefits and Outreach Coordinator for Delta Dental’s Smart Smiles, and
your editor set out on the morning of February 3, 2012 to visit Give Kids A Smile
events in central Virginia. Below are some of our reports.
8:15 a.m.; Lines are forming
Dr. Elizabeth Berry was perplexed. Mother, fathers, and their children lined
the third-floor halls of VCU’s Wood Building, but the day’s instruments had
gone missing. Staff members were certain they’d turn up, having been seen
the day before. Meanwhile, dental students, residents and faculty members
began screening the first arrivals.  Even the Tooth Fairy appeared, gliding down
hallways, in and out of operatories, to let the children know she’s more than
just coins beneath a pillow. Dr. Berry said the Pediatric Dentistry department
planned to see over one hundred children for this year’s GKAS. Department
chair Dr. Tegwyn Brickhouse remarked that children were usually well-behaved
for Give Kids A Smile®, perhaps due to peer pressure and parental expectations.
Both examination and treatment were planned for the morning.
9:30 a.m.; Hoping for walk-ins
Dr. Melba Bryant was hopeful. As the staff dentist at the Hopewell/Prince
George Community Health Center in Prince George, she hoped that her efforts
to publicize GKAS would encourage parents to bring their children for dental
care. The clinic was recently renovated, and she has been serving there for
four years. By mid-morning, a number of children had received examinations
and preventive care. But the response was less than hoped for. Dr. Bryant said
school-based programs in the area offered better access than her clinic, which

L-R: Kristin Cottfield, Dr. Elizabeth Berry, Robbie Schureman

required parents to bring their children. She plans next year to use different
means of promotion.
10:15 a.m.; Watching and waiting
Dr. Amanda Kuhn and Dr. John Flowers were anxious. A busload of schoolchildren was due by 9:30 a.m. at their Midlothian pediatric practice, but at last report
was still en route from Bellwood Elementary School. Screening exams had been
done, treatment plans were written, and the staff was prepped for the students’
arrival. Two general dentists, Drs. Todd Kuhn and Donald Murry, III, were also
enlisted to help with treatment. Best-laid plans oft go astray when grade-school
children are the subjects. Still, no yellow bus: “They’re somewhere on 288!” Finally, at 11:00 a.m., the day’s patients burst through the door, and the volunteers
hustled to their workstations.  Doctors and children posed briefly for photos, and
then it was off to the operatories. There was treatment to be done. At day’s end
nineteen children had been treated by the four doctors, with the help of 18 staff
members. Seven patients were to return to Childrens’ Dentistry of Virginia, but
$7,325 in dental care was delivered on February 3.

Richmond International Raceway
hosts GKAS® M.O.M. Project

A Give Kids a Smile MOM project will be held at the
Richmond International Raceway on Friday, April 27.
The project expects to provide cleanings, sealants,
and fluoride varnishes for 300 area Medicaid eligible
children.
Contact: Barbara Rollins Email: rollins@vadental.org
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Donated Dental Services Expansion

By: Dara Lashley, Donated Dental Services Director
The Donated Dental Services (DDS) program is excited to announce expansion
of the program through partnerships with Northern Virginia Family Services and
Access Partnership, Inc. With ever increasing demands for dental care through
DDS, this partnership will enable more patients (the elderly and disabled who
have “nowhere else to turn”) to access dental care in the Northern Virginia and
Greater Hampton Roads areas.

• In Prince William County, the Coordinators are Maria Teresa Cruz and Jennifer Man.  
- Maria assists clients whose last names begin with A-N can be reached at
571-748-2633.

Access Partnership, Inc. of Norfolk will oversee the Donated Dental Services
program for the Greater Hampton Roads area (Components 1 & 2). The Virginia
Dental Association Foundation (VDAF) will continue to oversee the statewide
DDS program. Kristie Bissell, Access Partnership’s Regional Oral Health Coordinator, will now be responsible for managing services
in the Greater Hampton Roads area.

• In Fairfax County, Sandra Ponce and Lesby Zavala are the DDS Coordinators.
There is an intake line that Fairfax clients can enroll and then will be linked to a case
manager after their intake. That number is 571-748-2593.

• Kristie Bissell can be contacted at 757-853-8500 x
127.
Geoffrey Soybel with Northern Virginia Family Service
is overseeing the Northern Virginia Areas (Component
8) for the Donated Dental Services program. There are
several case managers designated to assist with clients
in specific counties.  
		
Kristie Bissell

• In Arlington County, CC Schnabel is the DDS
Coordinator and can be reached at 571-748-2710.

On February 4, 2012, from
8:00 a.m. through 4: p.m., 147
children received dental care
at the Third Annual Give Kids
a Smile Clinic at Olde Towne
Medical Center.
879 dental procedures were
performed, which included
dental exams, cleanings,
x-rays, fillings, fluoride
treatments, sealant applications, extractions, nutritional
counseling and oral hygiene instruction, with a total value of
$61,035.00.

- Jennifer assists clients whose last names begin with O-Z and can
be contacted at 571-748-2622.

DDS volunteer dentists and their
offices should expect to receive
more information on these
changes in the near future. We
are confident this expansion will
strengthen the DDS program and
we look forward to working with
all involved.
Have questions?? For more
information on Donated Dental
Services (and to volunteer) visit
www.vdaf.org, Our Programs or
call 804-264-9010. We hope to
hear from you!

L-R: Sandra Ponce, CC Schnabel, Lesby Zavala, and
Geoff Soybel

for the volunteers. Patterson Dental Supply and Dent-A-Quest provided
dental supplies and goody bags.
The Virginia Dental Association loaned four portable chairs so that
exams and cleanings could be taken care of outside of the four dental
operatories.
The Olde Towne Medical Center Dental Clinic gives thanks to all who
helped to make this day such a great success and looks forward to the
Fourth Annual Give Kids a Smile Event next February, which is Dental
Health Month.
Photos courtesy: Kevin Schindler

Local dentists, dental hygienists and dental assistants, as well
as eight students enrolled in the Thomas Nelson Community
College Dental Hygiene Program helped to make up the 54
community volunteers who made the event a success.
The Kolonial Klowns of Williamsburg entertained the children,
painted faces and made balloon animals, while Chik-Fil-A on
Mooretown Road provided a visit from their Baby Cow, as well
as breakfast and lunch items for the volunteers. Sal’s, Farm
Fresh in Norge, and Starbucks also provided food and drink
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WHEN FACED WITH A MALPRACTICE CLAIM,
WHO DO YOU WANT IN YOUR CORNER?

When your career and reputation are on the line, you want the strongest dog in your corner. Many dentists
don’t realize how important their dental malpractice insurance is until they need it most. Medical Protective
has over 100 years of proven experience, national expertise and a balanced defense that focuses on your
best interest. And, today, more than ever, the big financial strength, integrity and powerful backing of a
Warren Buffett Berkshire Hathaway Company are crucial to the quality of your dental malpractice protection.

One company has strength and experience
that towers over the others.
Contact us today for a
Protection & Price Check-Up

PROTECTION
TECTION & PRICE

Email: dental@medpro.com
Visit: www.medpro.com/dental
Call: 800-4MEDPRO ext.3536
©2012 The Medical Protective Company®.
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Trust the dental malpractice experts.
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Heartfelt: Chester dentists provide day of free
dental care
By: Richard F. Roadcap, D.D.S., Editor

For the past six years, Chester dentist
and VDA member Dr. Tony Agapis has
hosted Dentistry From The Heart in
his private office. DFTH is a national
non-profit organization designed to
provide dental care for the uninsured
and those in need. Sporting navy T-

Alpha Natural
Resources contributes $10,000
to M.O.M.
The VDA’s executive director Terry
Dickinson, DDS met with Alpha Natural
Resources’ Vice President of External
Affairs Donnie Ratliff in Richmond on
February 16, 2012 to thank him for the
generous contributions they have made
throughout the years to the Mission of Mercy (MOM) Project. Alpha Natural Resources recently contributed $10,000 for the Wise MOM Project and they have
sponsored a dinner at this project over the past several years. Alpha Natural
Resources has clearly been a great friend to the VDA and its MOM Project and
we thank Donnie and his team for their continued support.

shirts with the logo, “Smile. It’s free.”, over 40 volunteers (including ten doctors)
treated 187 patients on February 17, 2012. Patients lined up the night before
in order to register and be treated the next day. “It all comes down to wanting to
provide something greater to my community,” says Dr. Agapis. His family dental
practice includes his son, Dr. John Agapis. The annual event has provided over
$200,000 in dental care for more than 1,000 patients in the last six years.

Children’s
Dental Health
Month
Chesterfield,
VA
The Chesterfield Board of
Supervisors of Chesterfield
County, Virginia Recognizing February 2012 as “Children’s Dental Health Month
in Chesterfield County and the Tenth annual Give Kids a Smile! Access to Dental Care Day” was conducted in a number of Chesterfield County Dental Offices
and the Chesterfield County Health Department on February 3, 2012.  Since
inception of the “Give Kids a Smile! Access to Dental Care” program in 2003,
the Southside Dental Society along with many dental partners, have delivered
more than 600,000 in free dental care to more than 5,600 patients utilizing
more than 710 volunteers, a tremendous example of community partners and
stakeholders working together to decrease barriers to accessing dental care for
at-risk children in the community.
Chesterfield County expresses gratitude on behalf of all chesterfield County
residents and commends those organizations responsible for the proactive
approach to dental health. Dorothy Jaeckle (left in photo) presents Dr. Sam
Galstan,  JoAnn Wells, RDH (Chesterfield County Health Department) and Dr.
Frank Farrington for helping to protect our children’s dental health. ( not present
were Dr. C. Sharone Ward and Dr. James Keeton).
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Middle Peninsula M.O.M. 2012
By: Phyllis Bryant Harris

For the third year, the Middle Peninsula MOM Project,
sponsored by the Gloucester/ Mathews Free Clinic, was
held at Gloucester High School with great success! On
Friday evening, February 24, the Abingdon Ruritan Club
hosted a delicious, home-cooked volunteer dinner for all
who wished to attend. Saturday morning began with a 5:30
a.m. breakfast for volunteers as patients lined up outside –
some having camped out all night.
A total of 555 patients were served on Saturday, February
25 by this amazing dental clinic and the many volunteers
that gave of their time and talents. There were 735
prescriptions (donated by Gloucester Pharmacy—thank
you, Gloucester Pharmacy), 1003 extractions, 538 surfaces
filled, 119 cleanings, 99 gross debridement, 217 panoramic
radiographs (thanks to Ray Allen of North Carolina for his
help), 113 bite wings, and 10 root canals. There were 47
“Larell” arches delivered by Dr. Steve Alouf.
The total value of services received by patients was
$488,764 – an average of $880 per patient in dental services received! Astounding!!
Thanks to Dr. Terry Dickinson, Barbara Rollins, Bill Hall,
VCU dental faculty and students, and all associated with
this amazing mission for the extraordinary performance exhibited each time a MOM is completed. It never ceases to astound me to see so many give so much.
Thank you to my dear husband, Dr. Chuck Harris, who served as Project Director and kept us on task throughout the project. Once again, Kelly Cooper, Project
Coordinator, juggled a hundred items at once with such grace and skill. She and her family are great assets to our community.
Photo courtesy: Sara Harris

We will be taking off next year from the MOM Project and working in our community to promote a permanent dental offering for our free clinic. Best wishes to all the
coming projects and all that support them.
The giving of your skills to those who are in need is priceless.

Photo courtesy: Sara Harris
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Join the MOM Team!
Upcoming MOM Projects 2012
VSU CARES MOM June 9
WISE MOM July 20-22
GRUNDY MOM October 6-7

Volunteers Register Online at www.vdaf.org

Celebrating 13 Years (2000-2012)
Completed Projects: 58
Patients Treated: 44,000
Value of Donated Care: $26.2 million
Volunteers: 14,500+
Photo courtesy: Sara Harris

Member Awards & Recognition

Dr. Mayer G. Levy

Dr. Ralph Howell

2012 Humanitarian Award

Board of Trustees appointment

Virginia Center for Inclusive
Communities

Virginia Health Care
Foundation

Dr. Gordon Rye

2012 Lifelong Learning & Service
Recognition Award
Academy of General Dentistry

Send your “Awards & Recognition” submissions for publication in the Virginia Dental Journal to Shannon Jacobs, VDA Director of
Communications Email: jacobs@vadental.org
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I Can See Clearly Now

A user’s guide to buying dental loupes

By: Jamie Clark, VCU School of Dentistry, class of 2013
As a first-year dental student I felt completely
overwhelmed by the subject of loupes. Within
the first few weeks of school sales representatives began infiltrating the dental school and
pitching dental loupes to first- and second-year
students. It was a scary thought trying to invest
over a thousand dollars in a device I knew
nothing about, for procedures I hadn’t even
performed, and may have to use for years in my
dental career. As a third-year student, looking
back, I would have made different choices
about resolution, field depth, and magnification power. The following is a quick guide to
understanding the importance of dental loupes and choosing the ones that will
best fit you.
In 2003 Dr. Gordon J. Christensen reviewed the subject of loupes in JADA. He
claimed that his “restorative treatment was best accomplished at a higher level
of quality because of the magnification.”1 If you look around the clinic at VCU
School of Dentistry you’ll see every student has loupes but each one has different properties, looks and styles.

loupes, the greater the strain on the neck. Too extreme of a downward declination angle can cause eye strain.”2
Christensen explains, “…properly fitted loupes also can improve posture during
operating and reduce muscle pain in the neck and back.” Therefore, improved
visualization and ergonomics can help the patient and the operator if the loupes
are fitted correctly for the operator.
I own Heine Loupes and, although they have been very helpful in clinic, I wish
I had been more aware of resolution, magnification, and lens angle while shopping for loupes.  Honestly, my first year most of the students around me in lab
were buying the same ones and I decided to try them out. Things appeared
larger to me. Had I known the options of different lenses I would have paid more
attention and taken more time to purchase a pair.
2

http://www.dentistryiq.com/index/products.html

Currently the most popular loupes are manufactured by Designs for Vision®,
Orascoptic®, and SurgiTel®. All three companies have representatives that
frequent dental schools around the country. But what should students look for in
loupes?
Field Depth
If a loupe has a long field of depth this means that the operator can lean in and
out at long ranges and the image is still in focus. Therefore, the focal depth
should keep the operator in a preferred ergonomic position.
Magnification
Most students start out with 2.5x magnification.  The sales representatives promote this magnification to students because the viewing field is still large.  With
the larger viewing field there is less difficulty training the operator when they first
begin to use loupes.   As the magnification gets larger the viewing field does as
well.  Christensen suggests using 4x or higher magnification for “small teeth, or
procedures that are extremely delicate and require precision hand movements
such as crown preparations.”
Resolution
Resolution is the ability to see details in the image through the loupes. As the
resolution of loupes increases, the cost of loupes increases as well. In dentistry
it is important to see small details so there is a delicate balance between a
student’s budget and the quality of loupes.
Angle of lens
Whether your loupes are in lens or flip-ups it is important to understand the
angle of the optics determines the position of your head. Angle of the lens is
most often overlooked by students when deciding what loupes to buy. Dentistry
IQ™ describes the angle of the lens, “This angle should be steep enough to help
you attain a comfortable working position with minimal forward head posture (20
degrees or less). The farther the head is positioned forward to see through the
1
Christensen GJ. Magnification in dentistry: useful tool or another
gimmick? JADA 2003; 134(12): 1647-1650
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Get competitive dental malpractice insurance coverage
with protection you can trust from “A” (Excellent) rated*
Professional Solutions Insurance Company.

To learn more, call 1-800-718-1007, ext. 9191,
or visit www.profsolutions.com.

* Malpractice insurance is underwritten by Professional Solutions Insurance Company, 14001 University Ave., Clive, IA 50325. Professional Solutions Insurance
Company is rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best for financial strength and operating performance. A.M. Best ratings range fro m A++ to S. ©2011 NFL 9191 ALL

Traveling On Our Professional Ride...
A Journey of Growth and Challenges
By: Dr. James Schroeder

Teaching at the dental school recently, I reflected
on thirty-five years of a wonderful career in dentistry
and the image of riding a bike came to mind. It’s
no small task to acquire the technical skills in the
different specialties of dentistry. Reaching a level
of competency, confidence and knowledge in four
years is an amazing achievement for both the
student and the dental school. We are fortunate
to have many dedicated faculty supporting our
mission: to equip students to enter the world of
dental practice. The majority of time in school and
our early years of practice is spent building the back
wheel of our bike to prepare for our ride through years of professional growth.
The back wheel represents those dental skills, expertise and training we acquire
to perform procedures on patients. The lifelong development of the back wheel
never stops with the rate of change and growth of knowledge we are experiencing. At best, when we graduate from school we are good beginners and the back
wheel is ready for an early test drive on a straight flat road.

Front wheel dynamics are
often ignored in building
successful associateships
and partnerships. The
questions asked are “Does he/she have good hands?” and, “Did the legal and
accounting aspects receive diligent attention?” Those are very important issues
but most of the failed associateships and partnerships are related to poor front
wheel dynamics and planning, not their hands or the legal contract. How can we
strengthen our grip on the handlebars and prevent front wheel blow outs? This
will be our next issue - please send in your experiences and questions.
Disclaimer: nobody escapes messy front-wheel situations but we can grow
and learn from our experience and reduce these encounters as we travel on
our professional ride!
Editor’s Note:  This is the first column by Dr. Schroeder in a series on practice
management. He welcomes questions on practice management and topic suggestions. He may be contacted by e-mail, drjimschroeder@gmail.com.

The knowledge necessary for building the front wheel is often not recognized as
an entity that needs the same attention and lifelong study and growth. However,
the  limiting factor in determining fulfillment and satisfaction in our profession is
often a bent front wheel. As dentists, we are called to be experts in building both
the back and front wheel. I have discovered there were times I did not recognize
what I did not know until it was too late. Failure is a painful teacher, but effective
if we open our eyes to being humbled and learning from the experience rather
than being angry or blaming someone. Building the front wheel is more than
practice management. It steers the back wheel, which we spent years building and where we like to spend our time. The astute practitioner comes to recognize
the areas of character, leadership, communication, and relationship skills are
critical components to launching his ride and maximizing his back wheel skills.
The ultimate finish of a strong  front wheel to climb mountains is building a thriving team that allows everyone to reach their full potential. A strong front wheel
will be a key factor in bringing out the strengths of the back wheel and ultimately
the ride of your professional life.
Strong front-wheel dynamics will look different from doctor to doctor and must
be customized to maximize their clinical skills and leadership style. This requires
a vision and development of a plan and continued evaluation. ls my front wheel
steering me in the direction I want to travel? Is someone else steering the bike
or is it careening down a hill out of control? I admit I have certainly traveled with
a variety of scary front wheel dynamics in different stages of my career. Taking
the disciplines we learned to develop our back wheel and applying the principles
to the development of our front wheel will go a long way in strengthening our
professional ride and personal satisfaction. As I worked with students this year
I realized the front wheel development must be customized to fit the individual’s
leadership strengths and character and built from the ground up. One size wheel
does not fit every bike.
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2012 General Assembly Report
By: Chuck Duvall and Denny Gallagher and Tripp Perrin, VDA Lobbyists
INTRODUCTION
This year’s General Assembly session is nearing its scheduled March
10 adjournment as this edition of the VDA Journal goes to press. As a
consequence, our legislative report will be an interim one since important
decisions remain to be made before adjournment, especially those involving
Virginia’s 2012-2014 biennium budget. More legislative information will appear
in the next edition of the VDA Journal.
It should be noted, moreover, that our discussion below of VDA efforts to
preserve important elements of the oral health care safety net are more tentative
than interim. This is because the General Assembly moved into uncharted
waters on Thursday afternoon, February 23, when the evenly-divided Senate
rejected the budget recommendations of its Finance Committee.
As the VDA Journal prepares this edition for press, it appears more than likely
that the Senate will next reject the budget amendments recommended by the
House of Delegates. Assuming this outcome, Virginia could face the prospect
of the start of a new fiscal year on July 1 without a budget and with controversy
about the options available to the Governor concerning the operations of state
government in such an outcome.
Thus, our budget report below is unfortunately more speculative than could have
been anticipated at the beginning of this year’s General Assembly.
ORAL HEALTH CARE SAFETY NET: LOCAL DENTAL CLINICS/M.O.M.
FUNDING/DENTAL MEDICAID
The biennium budget recommended by Governor McDonnell in December
would have eliminated state funding for local Department of Health dental
clinics. Thanks to the leadership of Delegate Riley E. Ingram (R-Hopewell)
and Senator Emmett W. Hanger (R-Mt. Solon), the General Assembly appears
poised to restore most, if not all, of these funds.
Delegate Ingram is Chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on
Health and Human Resources. Senator Hanger is his counterpart on the Senate
Finance Committee.
Amendments offered by Delegate Ingram and Senator Hanger to the
Governor’s introduced budget were incorporated into the recommendations of
the Appropriations Committee and Senate Finance Committee.  Both the final
budget recommendations of the two General Assembly money committees
restore most of the funding for local dental clinics managed by the Department
of Health.
Importantly, as the money committees reviewed the Governor’s budget, the VDA
offered what is known as a “language amendment” regarding state funding for
local dental clinics. We believe that the substance of the VDA’s recommended
language will appear in the budget finally adopted by the General Assembly.
Budget language amendments are policy statements and agency directives used
by the legislature to provide guidance to state agencies during the biennium.
The budget language submitted by the VDA proposed that the Health
Commissioner appoint an advisory panel comprised of dentists, dental hygienists
and others “ … to facilitate the transition of the Department’s current dental
prevention/treatment model to a prevention-only model.”
The House Appropriations Committee’s recommendations include this approach
to future state support for local dental clinics. The Senate Finance Committee’s
recommendations, however, stopped short of directing the Department to make
the transition from the prevention/treatment model to a prevention-only model,
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noting that the panel “… shall evaluate the sustainability and efficiency of the
current state-supported dental clinics operated by the Department. The plan
shall also include the feasibility of transitioning the Department’s current dental
prevention/treatment model to a prevention-only model.”
Ordinarily, the differing policy approaches to resolving the future of local dental
clinics, as well as the level of funding to be provided, would be resolved by joint
House and Senate budget conferees. Budget conferees are members of both
legislative money committees who annually reconcile the various differences
between the House and Senate budgets. As noted above, however, the entire
budget process is almost in limbo as this report is written.
On a more positive note, there were no cuts proposed by the Governor or the
General Assembly to Virginia’s dental Medicaid program, Smiles for Children.
We continue to analyze the recommendations of the money committees insofar
as M.O.M. is concerned, and we hope to have more definite news about M.O.M.
funding in the next edition of the VDA Journal. VDA members will recall that
the budget introduced by the Governor in December cut $10,600 for one-half of
M.O.M.’s FY 2014 appropriation.
*NOTE: VDA Journal readers can review online the amendments proposed
by the House of Delegates’ Appropriations Committee and the Senate Finance
Committee:
HOUSE: http://lis.virginia.gov/121/bud/subCom/HB30Com.pdf - Go to Budget
Item 296 #2h
SENATE: http://lis.virginia.gov/121/bud/subCom/SB30Com.pdf - Go to Budget
Item 296 #1s
EXPANDED ACCESS TO CARE – SENATE BILL 146
At the VDA’s request, Senator Phillip P. Puckett (D-Lebanon) patroned Senate
Bill 146, and the bill was passed unanimously by both the Senate and House.
SB 146 extends statewide a successful Protocol for licensed dental hygienists
employed by the Department of Health. This Protocol will now enable dental
hygienists employed by the Department to provide educational and preventive
dental care around Virginia. Senator Puckett carried bills at the VDA’s request
to establish the Protocol (2010) and continue it (2011) as additional data was
secured to support the need for permanent legislation (this year’s bill) that allows
this model to be used statewide.
SB 146 directs the Board of Dentistry to adopt the controlling Protocol developed
under the previous legislation as Board regulations for hygienists performing
these services.
DENTAL AND DENTAL HYGIENE FACULTY LEGISLATION – SENATE BILL
384/HOUSE BILL 344
The General Assembly passed companion bills introduced by Senator A. Donald
McEachin
(D-Henrico) and Delegate John M. O’Bannon (R-Henrico) at the request of the
VCU School of Dentistry. This legislation is designed to help insure that the
School of Dentistry and Division of Dental Hygiene are able to attract the “best
and brightest” to teach within both schools and to train within their advanced
dental education programs.
This legislation was reviewed in detail by the VDA in cooperation with the School
of Dentistry before the start of the 2012 session.  Specifically, this legislation
meets the following objectives. First, the bills simplify temporary license
requirements for those wishing to pursue an advanced dental education (dental
internship, residency or post-doctoral certificate) and clarify which types of direct
patient care activities may be performed within the confines of an advanced
dental education program in Virginia.

Advocacy
VIRGINIA ORAL HEALTH COALITION SURVEY – SENATE JOINT
RESOLUTION 50
A study resolution introduced by Senator George L. Barker (D-Fairfax) – at the
request of the Virginia Oral Health Coalition – asked that the Joint Commission
on Health Care study the fiscal impact to the Commonwealth resulting from
untreated dental disease. This legislation was “tabled” in the House of
Delegates after being passed by the Senate. The House action effectively killed
this proposed study.

Second, this legislation clarifies that graduates from accredited out-of-state
dental and dental hygiene programs can perform “hands-on” continuing
education in Virginia.
Third, the legislation streamlines the requirements for a prospective faculty
member in either dentistry or dental hygiene to obtain a license to teach and
specifies which types of patient care activities may be performed while operating
under such a license.

As a member of the Joint Commission on Health Care, Senator Barker has the
wherewithal to ask that the Commission undertake such a study.

Finally, for foreign dental faculty appointments, the bills change the expiration
date for such licenses from 12 months to 24 months after which the license is
non-renewable.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR LICENSURE: MILITARY PERSONNEL – HOUSE
BILL 938
House Bill 938, introduced by Delegate L. Scott Lingamfelter (R-Prince William),
is designed to facilitate access to licensure for honorably discharged military
personnel interested in entering a variety of professions and occupations,
including dentistry. Delegate Lingamfelter graciously accepted an amendment
suggested by the VDA making it clear that existing requirements for dental
licensure must be met by service personnel interested in entering the profession
in Virginia upon completion of their military service.

DENTAL LABORATORIES – SENATE BILL 342/HOUSE BILL 267
Senator Steven D. Newman (R-Lynchburg) and Delegate Christopher R. Peace
(R-Hanover) introduced legislation at the VDA’s request to require dental
laboratories doing business in Virginia to register with the Board of Dentistry.
Both bills were “carried over” (continued) until the 2013 General Assembly with
the expectation that VDA representatives and the Board of Dentistry will work on
the various issues presented by this legislation.
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election year and to continue relationship-building with lawmakers.

	
  

The goal for 2012 is $361,100. We are positive that this goal can be realized and even surpassed as more VDA members appreciate the important role VADPAC
plays in keeping our profession independent and dentists free to make treatment decisions with their patients, not insurance companies. It’s troubling, however, to
note that only 50% of the VDA membership contributes to VADPAC. This means that 50% of our members are doing 100% of the important political action work done
by VADPAC.	
  
Get on the team and contribute today: Your profession and your patients deserve nothing less!
Please contact Laura Givens at givens@vadental.org or 804-523-2185 and contribute today!
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Peer Reviewed ٠ Members-Only Benefits ٠ Supporting the VDA

Why Choose the McNor Group?
INSURANCE

For you, your family and your dental office

B&B Insurance Agency 877-832-9113
Full service agency for health (including endorsed
Anthem), life, malpractice (including endorsed
Medical Protective) home, disability, workers
comp., long-term care and much more.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
For you and your dental office

Credit Cards and CDs
Bank of America

866-438-6262

• Practice sales
• Practice start-up
• Practice valuation and cash flow analysis
• Partnership and equity buy-in and buy-out
• Buyer representation
• Financing
Highest level of expertise in the industry for practice
valuation and financial analysis, with the unmatched
experience and credentials of a certified valuation analyst

Practice Financing

800-497-6076

Patient Financing

800-300-3046
Ext. 4519

Selling more million dollar practices than the
combined competition in this market area

804-282-9007

Representing buyers and sellers on a national basis

Bank of America Practice Solutions

CareCredit

Collections

Transworld Systems/Green Flag

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
For your dental office

Amalgam Separators
SolmeteX

800-216-5505

Electronic Claims & Merchant Services
MDE — 866-633-1090

WorldPay — 866-495-6547

Stand-alone credit card transactions or fully integrated credit card
and real-time electronic claim transactions through MDE,
Worldpay and your practice management software.

Gloves

877-484-6149

Linens & Uniforms

888-358-8671

Payroll Services

800-322-7292

Website Design

888-932-3644

VDA Services Gloves

HandCraft Linen Services
Paychex
ProSites

VDA Services is a service mark of the Virginia Dental Association. VDA Services is a pro-

gram brought to you by the Virginia Dental Services Corporation, a for-profit subsidiary of
the Virginia Dental Association.
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Largest and most experienced practice broker
in MD, DC and VA
Serving dentists exclusively for over
60 years with:
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Client representation based upon integrity,
comprehensive industry knowledge and an
unparalleled track record of success stories with
dentists in this market area

ADVOCACY

By: Dr. Bruce R. Hutchison, Chair, VADPAC
What is important to ADA members? In every
study done, the number one answer is advocacy.
Advocacy! Members understand how important
it is for the ADA to push for the things we believe
in, to help maintain the kinds of practice models
we believe in and to stand up to those who would
lower the standards of dental care delivered to the
public. But what is advocacy? Simply put – it is
influencing others (in most cases our legislators)
to consider our input, see things our way, and vote
accordingly on regulations and rules that affect
the practice of dentistry.
How is this done? Advocacy starts with getting the right people elected to office.  
Dentists participating in VADPAC, attending and hosting fundraisers, making
personal contributions, and working on election campaigns all are ways to
help get the people we feel are right for dentistry and right for governing into
office.  Virginia is an expensive state in which to run for state office. So personal
contributions and contributions to VADPAC help us make our presence known
in campaigns. This past year, out of 140 races for Delegate and state senator,
VADPAC participated in 137. Of those 137 races to which we contributed, 132
were winners – a 96% success rate. Money contributed to campaigns does not
buy a single vote for us. But it does open some ears that are willing to hear our
story. And frankly, if we don’t have a good story to tell, they shouldn’t listen to us.

Advocacy
tors and let them know what ideas are important to us. But even more important
may be getting to know your local legislators back home. Meet with them during
the year and become friends. Make it a point to know them and talk with them.
Friends always listen to friends, so making friends of our legislators makes good
sense.
Why bother with advocacy? We all know that here are many factions trying
their best to change the way we practice. Insurance companies, regulators, and
foundations are all there to take control of your practice. Without advocacy, the
way you practice would soon be changed drastically because those groups are
doing their own advocacy. They are trying to influence the decision makers to
see things their way.  I have always been proud of dentistry and what we’re fighting for. We fight for our patients and for better care for them. I have never felt
that anything we asked for was self-serving. It has always been for the good of
the public and our patients. We should be proud of that. We should continue to
push. And we should continue to fight those battles remaining vigilant for those
we serve- our patients.
So, advocacy is us! It is dentists who participate financially and with their time to
influence the rules by which we practice. Do your part – be part of the solution.
Let’s do what we can to help dentistry remain a great profession.

Once elected, we can influence legislators with phone calls, emails, and personal visitations. The VDA Day on the Hill is the annual event, held in January,
where dentists from around the state travel to Richmond to visit with our legisla-
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Discover the
NPt ADvANtAge
rAisinG THe level OF service
lOWerinG THe cOsT OF BrOKerAGe
s e r v i c e s i n c lu d e

u Low Commissions - Our Clients Save Thousands
u Written Appraisal of Practice
u Minimization of Tax Liability
u Consultation for Patient & Staff Retention
u Free Draft Legal Documents
u Buyer Representation Services also Available

Transitions

Expect More From Us.

Amanda christy
Regional Representative

877.365.6786
www.nptnetwork.com
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DAY ON THE HILL 2012
The Main Concern: Preserving the Oral Health Safety Net
By: Laura Givens, VDA Director of Legislative and Public Policy
Over 100 dentists and dental students spent Friday morning, January 20, at
the General Assembly Building in Richmond. Their mission: to impress upon
legislators the need to preserve the oral health care safety net, specifically state
funding for Department of Health-managed local dental clinics.
Day-On-The-Hill participants were aware that budget reductions proposed by
the Governor posed serious threats to access to oral health care for thousands
of Virginians.  In a detailed briefing to assembled dentists and students,
Keynote Speaker Delegate S. Chris Jones, a member of the powerful House
Appropriations Committee and a Budget Conferee, stressed the need for strong
grassroots action to preserve safety net funding; money not only for local clinics
but for M.O.M. as well.
Delegate Jones, long a supporter of dentistry and the oral health needs
of Virginia’s citizens, was introduced to the Day-On-The-Hill crowd by his
boyhood friend, Dr. Ralph Howell. Delegate Jones, as Dr. Howell observed,
has a keen insight into the challenges facing dentists struggling to maintain
the independence of their businesses while meeting patient needs. Delegate
Jones is the owner of an independent pharmacy in Suffolk and a graduate of the
Medical College of Virginia School of Pharmacy. As a small business owner, Dr.
Howell said, Jones is well aware of the value of independent business judgment
in meeting patient needs.

Delegate Jones is a Budget Conferee, a key player in the legislature’s annual
budget process and one of only six legislators chosen by the House to negotiate
the final budget compromise between that body and the Senate.
Day-On-The-Hill participants also received a Capitol Hill briefing from VDA
lobbyists Chuck Duvall and Denny Gallagher. Among the issues covered in this
discussion:
• VDA legislation to extend statewide the successful Protocol developed for
Department of Health dental hygienists providing educational and preventive
dental services. This legislation will be introduced at the VDA’s request by
Senator Phillip P. Puckett (D-Lebanon).
• VDA legislation requiring dental laboratories doing business in Virginia to
register with the Board of Dentistry. Identical legislation in the House and
Senate will be introduced at the VDA’s request by Delegate Christopher
R. Peace (R-Hanover) and Senator Steven D. Newman (R-Lynchburg),
respectively.
• Legislation to be introduced by Senator A. Donald McEachin (D-Henrico) and
Delegate John M. O’Bannon (R-Henrico) at the request of the VCU School of
Dentistry and designed to enable the school to be more competitive in hiring
faculty.
• A Virginia Oral Health Coalition study to measure the fiscal impact of untreated
oral diseases. This study resolution to be introduced at the Coalition’s request
by Senator George L. Barker (D-Fairfax).
The VDA thanks all member dentists and other members of the dental
community who participated at this year’s Day-On-The-Hill, especially dental
students Chris Davenport, Tyra Ball, Kris Norbo, Jo Koontz, Jody MeredithSmith, Philip Worthington and James Dicks. We appreciate the participation
of the more than 100 dental professionals and students in this important event
and for staying in touch with their legislators to keep them informed of our
profession’s interests and issues.
Please mark your calendar to attend the 2013 Day-On-The-Hill, to be held
January 18, 2013.
Should you have any questions regarding legislative affairs having an impact on
your patients and/or your profession, please contact Laura Givens at Givens@
vadental.org or (804) 523-2185.
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Classified Advertisements
Job Opportunities
Family Dental of VA
Family Dental of VA desires motivated,
quality oriented General Dentists to
work in our busy practices in Hampton
& Richmond, Virginia.
At Family Dental of VA we focus on
providing the entire family superior
quality general dentistry, in a modern
technologically advanced setting with
experienced support staff.
Because we understand the tremendous value of our Associate Dentists,
we make sure that their compensation
package is ranked amongst the best.
Our competitive compensation package includes:
1. Average earning potential of
$200,000 to $350,000 per annum
2. Malpractice insurance
3. Health insurance
4. Paid vacation*
5. Visa/permanent residency sponsorship
6. Relocation assistance*
7. Sign-on bonus*

Miscellaneous
NEW OWNER REPRESENTATION:
Our family and organization has represented over 1000 new owners over
the last 65 years in the mid-Atlantic
area that have purchased, started or
became partners in a dental practice.
Ownership is a decision that is too
important to make without a qualified
facilitator. We can get the new owner
100% financing plus working capital.
Call us for a FREE CONSULTATION
and allow us to send you a list of our
references. THE MCNOR GROUP,
888-273-1014 x 103 or johnf@mcnorgroup.com, www.mcnorgroup.com

SELLERS WANTED
We have qualified buyers with 100%
funding approval that want to buy a
practice in Virginia. The baby boomers
are starting to sell and this is a great
time to transition your practice. We get
excellent prices and sell the practice
in a timely, healthy manner. THE
MCNOR GROUP, 888-273-1014 x
103 or johnf@mcnorgroup.com, www.
mcnorgroup.com

*Certain locations
For more information, please contact:
Juliette Boyce, PHR
312-274-4520 office
800-707-8757 fax
jboyce@kosservices.com

WANTED
Your gently used Cavitrons, Curing
Lights, Amalgamators. Please contact
Barbara Rollins at the VDA rollins@
vadental.org or 804-288-5750 Thank
You!

Exciting opportunity for dentists to provide children with dental care in Virginia
schools. No evenings or weekends.
Email your resume or questions to
caringdental@yahoo.com.

Interim Professional Service:
Maternity Leave, Vacations, Illness,
Disability, Part-Time Associates.
Maintain Production & Patient Access.
Also, Interim Job Opportunities. Forest Irons & Associates 800-433-2603
www.forestirons.com DENTISTS
HELPING DENTISTS SINCE 1984

In Search of Opportunity:
Dr. Henrdick Tafo Tabue is currently
looking for General Dentist opportunities in the Richmond, VA area. He is
also interested in surgery, endodontics, prostodontics, periodontics,
implant and restorative dentistry.
Please contact him at hendricktafo@
yahoo.fr or 832-713-2497.
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PRACTICE VALUATION
APPRAISAL
We are the only transition consulting
company in the area that has a Certified Valuation Analyst CVA as a principal that focuses exclusively on the
transition of DENTAL PRACTICES.
Please see the article by CVA Karen
Norris on page 82 of the April 07 issue
of Dental Economics on this subject or
call or email us for a FREE CONSULTATION and a copy of the article. If
you are selling, buying, creating a
partnership or just want to find out the
current value of your practice contact
THE MCNOR GROUP, 888-273-1014
x 103 or johnf@mcnorgroup.com,
www.mcnorgroup.com

Practices For Sale/Lease
PARTNERSHIPS OR DELAYED
SALES
We have many satisfied clients with
associates in your area that we have
helped to either buy-in, buy-out or
conduct a delayed sale with the current associate. Without a quality valuation and plan up front these transactions normally fail. Call or email us
to arrange a FREE CONSULTATION
to find out if you are a candidate
for this service. The result is higher
income and a higher practice value
for the seller and a clear financially
positive path for the associate. THE
MCNOR GROUP, 888-273-1014 X
103 or johnf@mcnorgroup.com, www.
mcnorgroup.com.

PRACTICE BUYERS WANTED
For great practices in the Virginia
area. We have many practices available for sale in the Virginia area. Are
you tired of being an employee in a
dead end job? Call us for a FREE
CONSULTATION to find out about
these opportunities. THE MCNOR
GROUP, 888-273-1014 x 103 or
johnf@mcnorgroup.com, www.mcnorgroup.com

Classified advertising rates
are $60 for up to 30 words.
Additional words are .25 each.
It will remain in the Journal for
one issue unless renewed. All
advertisements must be prepaid and cannot be accepted by
phone. Faxed advertisements
(804-288-1880)must include
credit card information. Checks
should be payable to the
Virginia Dental Association. The
closing date for all copy will
be the 1st of December, March,
June, and September. After the
deadline closes, the Journal
cannot cancel previously
ordered ads. The deadline is
firm. As a membership service,
ads are restricted to VDA and
ADA members unless employment or continuing education
related. Advertising copy must
be typewritten in a Word document and either mailed (in the
form of a disc) or emailed to the
following address: Journal and
Website Classified Department,
Virginia Dental Association,
3460 Mayland Ct, Ste 110,
Henrico, VA 23233 or emailed
to jacobs@vadental.org. The
Virginia Dental Association
reserves the right to edit copy
or reject any classified ad
and does not assume liability
for the contents of classified
advertising.
PRACTICE FOR SALE
Virginia, Covington – 84yo general
practice, 2700sqft, custom built brick
1980, 6 operatories, center of town.
68yoDDS’68MCV graduate will stay
on as needed. Price negotiable to suit
needs of buyer, who will hit the ground
running at a very reasonable start-up
cost. Contact us for confidential
details through: http://www.gilbertdentalpracticetransition.com
PRACTICE FOR SALE
Loudon County - General Family
practice. Solo practicing doctors
with shared space. Total 8 ops. R/E
for sale. Rev. $1.3M. Call Donna
800.988.5674. www.snydergroup.net.

Virginia Dental Association
3460 Mayland Ct, Unit 110
Henrico, VA 23233

VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.VADENTAL.ORG

EASTERN DENTISTS INSURANCE COMPANY
Malpractice Insurance | By Dentists, For Dentists®

THERE’S

A NEW
SHERIFF IN TOWN!
EDIC is proud to now provide coverage to
our Virginia dental colleagues. Be part of
a company that you own and control.

1-800-898-3342 • www.edic.com
Join Us at www.facebook.com/EDICInsurance

ENDORSED BY

ENDORSED BY

RHODE ISLAND
DENTAL
ASSOCIATION

